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Abstract: We develop the formalism of supersymmetric localization in supergravity using
the deformed BRST algebra defined in the presence of a supersymmetric background as
recently formulated in [1]. The gravitational functional integral localizes onto the cohomol-
ogy of a global supercharge Qeq, obeying Q
2
eq = H, where H is a global symmetry of the
background. Our construction naturally produces a twisted version of supergravity when-
ever supersymmetry can be realized off-shell. We present the details of the twisted graviton
multiplet and ghost fields for the superconformal formulation of four-dimensional N = 2
supergravity. As an application of our formalism, we systematize the computation of the
exact quantum entropy of supersymmetric black holes. In particular, we compute the
one-loop determinant of the QeqV deformation operator for the off-shell fluctuations of
the Weyl multiplet around the AdS2 × S2 saddle. This result, which is consistent with
the corresponding large-charge on-shell analysis, is needed to complete the first-principles
computation of the quantum entropy.
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1 Introduction
The program of computing the exact macroscopic quantum entropy of supersymmetric
black holes in string theory has made good strides since its inception [2, 3]. In the simplest
cases one can go much beyond the leading asymptotic analysis of [4, 5], and compute ex-
act integer degeneracies from a continuum calculation in macroscopic string theory, thus
providing valuable lessons about the quantization of the gravitational degrees of freedom
of a black hole. This has been made possible by the application of the technique of super-
symmetric localization to supergravity in the near-horizon AdS2 region of BPS black holes.
The remarkable success of this idea indicates that it may be very useful in a larger class of
situations beyond that of BPS black holes in asymptotically flat space considered in [2, 3].
One could think of applying similar ideas to other BPS black holes or, more broadly, to
calculate exact bulk functional integrals in a generic AdSd+1/CFTd setting, thus giving
rise to an exact understanding of a sector of holography.
The main idea of localization, as is well-known by now, is to consider a fermionic
operator Q that is a symmetry of the theory [6–10]. One deforms the theory by a Q-
exact operator and the functional integral reduces to an integral over the set of critical
points of this deformation QV. With an appropriate choice of V, one obtains the critical
points to be the set of all off-shell field configurations annihilated by Q. Equivalently,
one twists all the fields by the spinorial generator of Q, and then the functional integral
can be written as an integral over the space of twisted or cohomological variables that are
in manifest representations of the supersymmetry algebra. The twisting procedure also
greatly simplifies the calculation of the one-loop determinants of the deformation operator
involved in localization. In its most powerful equivariant version, we have a supersymmetric
theory defined on a background space that admits a fermionic charge obeying the off-shell
algebra Q2 = H, with H being a compact bosonic generator acting on the background
space as well as the field space [11].
Despite its successes mentioned above, localization in supergravity has always suffered
from some formal issues as well as practical problems. In this paper we address and resolve
two of the foundational issues: (1) What is the meaning of Q in supergravity? (2) What
are the correct twisted variables of supergravity? The heart of the difficulties in both
these problems lies in the non-linear nature of supergravity. As we explain, the answers
to both questions depends on the existence of a supersymmetric background, which we
assume to be a non-compact space with an asymptotic boundary, that is used to define
the global symmetries. We focus on asymptotically Anti de Sitter space here, but our
construction should also apply to other spaces like asymptotically flat space. In the rest of
the introduction, we explain these two questions, their resolution, and their consequences
in some detail.
1.1 A global supercharge Qeq in supergravity
The main formal issue underlying localization in supergravity is how to define a rigid super-
charge in the quantum theory of supergravity in which the metric and gravitini are fluctuat-
ing in the functional integral. This is sometimes expressed as the slogan that all symmetries
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in supergravity are gauge symmetries, or that there is no global (super)symmetry in (su-
per)gravity. One can of course overcome this by considering a space with a boundary,
interpreting the boundary conditions on the fields as a fixed background, and integrat-
ing over the fluctuations. The (super)symmetries of the background are now our global
symmetries.
The question really is how to implement these background symmetries on all the fluc-
tuating quantum fields of the gravitational theory. In ordinary gauge theories, there is a
well-understood method to split the gauge transformations between the background and
quantum fields. In contrast, the background field method in supergravity has not been
well-developed until now, the technical hurdle being the field-dependence of the structure
functions of the gauge algebra of supergravity. The general formalism to perform covariant
quantization in the presence of a background/boundary for generic gauge algebras was put
forward in the paper [1]. Here we flesh out this idea in the context of supergravity. In par-
ticular, by choosing a background field configuration that admits a global supersymmetry
algebra, we construct a rigid fermionic generator Qeq which is a deformation of the BRST
algebra and obeys Q2eq = H with H being an isometry of the background. We then use
this fermionic symmetry to localize the functional integral.
1.2 The variables of twisted supergravity and Qeq-cohomology
The core problem with the construction of the twisted variables is that fixing a metric
background partially fixes the gauge in the gravitational multiplet, and the gauge-fixing
condition is generically not compatible with supersymmetry. This incompatibility shows
up, for example, as a mismatch between the off-shell bosonic and fermionic degrees of
freedom. There are three ways in which this problem is fixed in rigid supersymmetric gauge
theories: (i) use the full superfield, (ii) fully fix the gauge symmetry (explicitly breaking
covariance), or (iii) do a covariant quantization by introducing ghosts, and choosing a
combination of the global Q and the BRST charge Qbrst to perform the twist [12]. In our
current situation, (i) we do not generally have a superfield formalism for supergravity1, and
(ii) fully gauge-fixing the gauge symmetries of supergravity is not technically easy, nor is it
particularly elegant. The third route is general and systematic, but unlike for Yang-Mills
theory, generically we only have the nilpotent BRST charge Qbrst in supergravity. Once
again, the introduction of a background with its global symmetry Qeq solves this problem.
In this paper we construct the cohomological classification of the fields of the Weyl-
multiplet of N = 2 superconformal gravity [15–17] combined with the ghosts for the gauge
symmetries of the theory. We find that this is a multiplet consisting of 94 bosonic +
94 fermionic degrees of freedom, paired up under the fermionic generator Qeq.
2 This is
our construction of twisted supergravity. There have been previous discussions involving
supergravity fields and ghosts, and their twisting, from different points of view, mainly
1In special cases like N = 1 supergravity in four dimensions, one can exploit the superfield formulation
of supergravity as in [13, 14].
2Representations of superalgebras in Yang-Mills theories preserving various fractions of supersymme-
try [18, 19] have been used in a powerful manner for the localization of these theories [20]. As far as we are
aware, the analogous construction in supergravity around non-trivial supersymmetric backgrounds is new.
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involving relations to topological theories [21–24]. As far as we are aware, the explicit
construction of the transformation rules of the rigid supercharge in the supergravity-ghost
system around non-trivial supersymmetric backgrounds is new. The papers [22, 24] also
consider applications to localization relating to the problem of finding backgrounds obeying
the localization equations, on which rigid gauge theories can be defined. In contrast, our
construction here allows us to go beyond the supersymmetric solutions and actually perform
the integral over all fluctuations of supergravity.
As a consequence of our formalism, we can exhibit the equivariant cohomology in
the AdS2 × S2 near-horizon background of BPS black holes. In this case the algebra
is Q2eq = L0−J0 ≡ H where L0 is the rotation of the Euclidean AdS2 Poincare disk and J0
is a rotation of S2. Around the fixed points of H the symmetry generators can be embedded
in the SO(4) rotation group, and the equivariant cohomology becomes that of the rigid
theory. We use our cohomological classification of fields to compute, using index theory, the
off-shell one-loop determinant of the deformation operator QV in the localization procedure
for the Weyl multiplet, following the formalism of [20, 25]. In the black hole context, there
is an additional subtlety due to the non-compactness of AdS2 and the related “boundary
modes” [26]. A careful treatment of these modes leads to a modification of the usual
index analysis. Combined the corresponding one-loop computation for vector multiplets
and hypermultiplets [27, 28], this gives a complete answer for N = 2 supergravity coupled
to vector multiplets.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review the construction of the
deformed BRST algebra presented in [1], and apply it to generic off-shell supergravity the-
ories. In Section 3 we focus on d = 4, N = 2 supergravity in the superconformal formalism
and present the twisted variables and the complete set of transformations under Qeq. In
Section 4 we apply our formalism to the AdS2×S2 near-horizon background of supersym-
metric black holes and compute the one-loop contribution of the Weyl multiplet to the
localization formula. This includes an analysis of the boundary modes of AdS2 in our su-
persymmetric formalism. In Section 5 we conclude with an outlook and some speculations
about how our ideas can be useful in various directions. In the appendices we record our
conventions and the details of the superconformal supergravity that we use, in an attempt
to make this paper reasonably self-contained.
2 Deformed BRST cohomology in supergravity
In this section we summarize our ideas of equivariant cohomology in supergravity. We
begin this section by a review of [1] in which the formalism for an equivariant BRST
cohomology for an arbitrary gauge algebra in the presence of a background is constructed.
We briefly review the set up and the key equations of [1], and make some comments on
the physical interpretation of the BRST variation equations. In the second subsection we
review the formulation of supergravity as a gauge theory and write down the general form
of the variations of all the fields and ghosts, ending with the twisted algebra. In the third
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subsection we consider supergravity coupled to vector multiplet matter fields and show
how we can recover known results as a limit of our formalism.
2.1 Review of the general formalism
We work in the context of a gauge theory whose fields are generically denoted by φi. We
follow the notations and conventions of [29] unless explicitly mentioned otherwise. The
infinitesimal gauge transformations are of the form:
δφi = ξ αRα
i(φ) , (2.1)
where Rα
i may include derivatives acting on the (bosonic or fermionic3) parameters ξα(xµ).
We consider theories where the gauge transformations obey off-shell closure, which is ex-
pressed by
ξ γ[2 ξ
β
1]Rβ
j ∂jRγ
i =
1
2
ξ γ2 ξ
β
1 fβγ
αRα
i . (2.2)
The gauge transformations also obey the Jacobi identity:
ξ α1 ξ
β
2 ξ
γ
3 Rγ
j∂jfβα
δ − ξ α1 ξ β2 ξ γ3 fγβσfσαδ + cyclic in (1, 2, 3) = 0 . (2.3)
The equation (2.2) defines the structure functions fαβ
γ(φi). In Yang-Mills theories, these
reduce to the structure constants of the gauge group. In supergravity, these functions
depend in a non-trivial manner on the fields, and many of the complications of supergravity
arises from this dependence.
We are interested in a set up where the fields are decomposed into background and
quantum fields as
φi = φ˚ i + φ˜ i . (2.4)
Correspondingly we can restrict some of the gauge transformations to a subgroup param-
eterized by ξ˚ α, and get background transformation of the form
δ˚φ˚i = ξ˚ αR(φ˚)α
i . (2.5)
The action of the background transformations on the quantum fields φ˜ i is then a difference
of the transformation (2.1) on the full field and the background transformations (2.5).
The BRST transformation rules for the background and quantum fields are derived
in [1] by promoting the gauge transformations (2.1), (2.5) to BRST variations, and then
showing that these transformations form a closed algebra, thus leading to a nilpotent
operator. Below we include a slightly different presentation using the idea of background-
freezing4. The usual BRST transformation rules on the full (background + quantum fields)5
3Our conventions for placement of the Grassman variables is different from [1]. It is chosen to allow us
to take away the Grassman parameter easily when we define the charge from the variation rules.
4This idea was inspired by its use, with great effect, in various contexts in field theory and string
theory [30]. The new point here is to apply it to the ghost system.
5We use the notation cα rather than c˜α to denote the quantum ghost as there is only one such field in
any theory. The field c˚α, although formally playing the role of the background ghost at the moment, will
become a fixed parameter rather than a ghost field in our treatment below.
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are
δbrst φ
i = Λ (˚c+ c)αR(φ)α
i , (2.6)
δbrst (˚c+ c)
α = −1
2
(˚c+ c)γΛ (˚c+ c)β f(φ)βγ
α . (2.7)
We now insert a factor of mP to separate the classical and quantum parts as
6 φ = φ˚+ 1mP φ˜
and cfull := c˚+ 1mP c. The limit mP →∞ isolates the BRST transformations acting only on
the background fields. Upon subtracting these background transformations from the full
field, we obtain the transformation laws of the quantum fields:
δbrst φ˜
i = Λ (c+ c˚)αR(φ)α
i − Λ c˚αR(φ˚)αi , (2.8)
δbrst c
α = −1
2
(c+ c˚)γΛ (c+ c˚)β f(φ)βγ
α +
1
2
c˚ γΛ c˚β f(φ˚)βγ
α . (2.9)
It is clear that the charge δbrst is nilpotent, as the transformation rules on the full fields as
well as on the background is exactly the usual BRST variations, and the variation on the
quantum part is simply the difference of the two.
The next step is to deform this BRST charge to a new charge δeq as follows. First
we freeze the background to some fixed values, which we will take in our application to
be the boundary value of the fields, typically a solution of the equations of motion of the
theory. This can be thought of as a partial gauge-fixing procedure, and the corresponding
background ghosts should be set to zero in order for the BRST variations to be consistent.
The only background ghosts that can still have non-zero values are the ones corresponding
to isometries of the background, which obey
c˚αR(φ˚)α
i = 0 . (2.10)
In the AdS/CFT type situation mentioned in the introduction, the background fields are
fixed by the boundary conditions and are not allowed to fluctuate in the functional integral.
The isometries above are parameterized by background ghosts that are non-normalizable
in spacetime, and are therefore also fixed in the functional integral. In situations where the
isometries are normalizable, e.g. when the spacetimes are compact, we need to introduce
ghosts for ghosts and so on, we will not consider such situations here in this paper.
The required deformation is obtained by combining this isometry condition with the
BRST rules (2.8), (2.9):
δeq φ˜
i = Λ (c+ c˚)αR(φ)α
i , (2.11)
δeq c
α = −1
2
(c+ c˚)γΛ (c+ c˚)β f(φ)βγ
α +
1
2κ
c˚ γΛ c˚β f(φ˚)βγ
α . (2.12)
Here we have inserted a parameter κ multiplying the deformation term. The equivariant
rules are obtained at κ = 1, while the ususal BRST rules on the full field (2.6), (2.7) are
recovered in the limit κ→∞. The equivariant charge obeys the algebra
δ2eq = δ˚ξ˚ , (2.13)
6Here we have assumed that the dimension of φi is one, but it is a general fact that the quantum
fluctuations are suppressed by a positive power of mP and the heuristic argument below goes through. The
algebra of BRST transformations can be verified independent of these arguments.
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where δ˚ξ˚ is the background isometry transformation parameterized by the bilinear
7
ξ˚α =
1
2
Λ2 c˚
γΛ1 c˚
β f(φ˚)βγ
α , (2.14)
acting on the quantum fields as
δ˚ξ˚ φ˜
i = ξ˚ αR(φ)α
i , (2.15)
δ˚ξ˚ c
α = −cγ ξ˚ β f(φ)βγα . (2.16)
These transformations are exactly what we expect according to the representations of the
fields and ghosts under the isometry transformation around an invariant background: the
quantum matter fields φ˜i transform8 in the representation Rα
i and the cα-ghosts transform
in the adjoint representation.
Now we turn to the anti-ghost bα and the Lagrange-multipliers Bα. Since we have
frozen the background fields, the background values for these fields can be set to zero. At
this point we specialize to our situation of interest, namely supergravity backgrounds in
which the only background ghosts c˚α are those corresponding to fermionic transformations.
In this case we can write the transformations on the quantum anti-ghost fields:
δeq bα = ΛBα , (2.17)
δeqBα =
1
2
c˚σΛ c˚ δ f(φ˚)δσ
β f(φ)βα
γ bγ . (2.18)
One can check that the commutator of two transformations on these fields also obeys the
algebra (2.13) where the background transformations δ˚ξ act as
δ2eq bα = ξ˚
βf(φ)βα
γ bγ , (2.19)
as consistent with the fact that bα transforms in the adjoint representation of the full gauge
algebra, in parallel with the situation for the quantum fields φ˜i and ghosts cα. The algebra
also closes in the same way for the Lagrange-multiplier Bα, i.e.
δ˚ξ˚ Bα = ξ˚
βf(φ)βα
γ Bγ , (2.20)
but this deserves a comment. In a generic theory, if we assume that Bα transforms as
in (2.18), then the square of two transformations does not close on δ˚ξ (and contains extra
terms with derivatives of the structure functions). In the construction of [1], the closure
of the algebra is guaranteed by choosing δeqBα to only involve the background structure
constant f(φ˚)βα
γ , instead of the full structure function f(φ)βα
γ as in (2.18), and as a conse-
quence, the background transformation (2.20) also only involves the background structure
functions. In our supergravity situation, this tension between the closure of the algebra and
the“natural” transformation of the Bα field (as a representation of the full gauge algebra)
7The order of the grassmann parameter Λ1 and Λ2 is for δ
2
eq = δeq1δeq2.
8The quantum fields generically transform according to the difference of the full transformation R (2.1)
and the background transformation (2.5), but in our situation the background transformations are isometries
and therefore have a vanishing action (2.10).
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does not arise because the relevant function f(φ)βα
γ in (2.18) is actually constant. This is
because the only functional dependence appears in the commutator of two supersymme-
tries, while the other structure functions are constants. Since we only allow non-zero c˚α for
fermionic transformations, the index β in the transformation of B is necessarily bosonic,
which therefore implies the constancy of f(φ)βα
γ . Thus the quantum and background
values are equal, and so (2.18) is consistent with the general construction of [1].
The final algebra can be written simply as
δ2eq = δ˚ξ˚ , (2.21)
where the background transformation δ˚ξ˚ acts on any quantum field of the theory according
to its representation under the full gauge algebra.
2.2 Application to supergravity
As is well-known, supergravity can be formulated as a gauge theory. The gauge algebra is
slightly more complicated compared to rigid supersymmetric theories, but falls within the
general formalism of the previous section. The main technical complication for our purpose,
as mentioned in the introduction, is the fact that the commutators of the algebra involve
structure functions rather than structure constants. The precise details of the structure
functions depends on the theory under consideration, but there is a general structure which
we now review. (See e.g. the textbook [31] for a nice introduction.) Our interest is in off-
shell supergravities, and we follow the construction of the conformal supergravity.
The key symmetries present in any supergravity theory are general coordinate trans-
formations (diffeomorphisms) and local supersymmetry transformations. In addition there
are other local (bosonic and fermionic) symmetries required by consistency. The general
coordinate transformations play a special role in the algebra and we denote them by δgct(ξ)
where the parameter ξµ(xν) is the vector field generating the diffeomorphism. We collec-
tively denote the rest of the (bosonic and fermionic) gauge transformations by δA(ε
A). Of
these, the local supersymmetry transformations are special, they are denoted by δQ(ε) and
parameterized by the spinor field εα(x
ν). The general form of the algebra is as follows:
[δgct(ξ1) , δgct(ξ2)] = δgct([ξ2, ξ1]) ,[
δA(ε
A) , δgct(ξ)
]
= δA(ξ
µ∂µε
A) , (2.22)[
δA(ε
A
1 ) , δB(ε
B
2 )
]
= δgct(v)φ
i + δA(ε
A
3 ) ,
where the parameters on the right-hand side are given by
vµ = εB2 ε
A
1 fAB
µ(φ) , εA3 = ε
C
2 ε
B
1 fBC
A(φ) . (2.23)
It is clear from the relations (2.22) that the softness of the algebra only appears in
the third line, i.e. in the (anti-)commutator of the gauge transformations δA(ε
A). We
now briefly review the origin of this softness, as this will be important in the following.
The starting point to construct the off-shell supergravity gauge algebra is a regular rigid
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super Lie algebra which always includes local translations P a and local Lorentz transfor-
mations Mab (here a is the local tangent space index), which is then gauged. One then has
to impose “conventional” constraints on the various curvatures. This is a supersymmetric
generalization of the bosonic constraint which identifies the gauge fields eaµ for the local
translations and ωabµ for the local Lorentz transformations with the vielbein and the spin
connection, respectively [32]. As a consequence of imposing these constraints, the local
translations P a turn into general coordinate transformations, and the algebra is modified
at a non-linear level. The (anti)commutators in the third line of (2.22) that are modified
are precisely those that involve a translation on the right-hand side, i.e. the anticommutator
of two supersymmetries. This anticommutator now contains the general coordinate trans-
formation involving the vielbein, as well as the various other gauge transformations of the
theory involving the corresponding gauge fields. The rest of the δA(ε
A) transformations are
homogeneous transformations which rotate the fields and do not produce any translations
in their commutators. A further field-dependence appears because of the auxiliary fields
that are needed to close the supersymmetry algebra off-shell (again this only appears in the
anticommutator of two supersymmetries). The bottom line is that the softness of the alge-
bra is manifested only in the structure functions fAB
µ, fAB
C with A,B both corresponding
to the fermionic transformations. This is explicitly illustrated for the case of d = 4, N = 2
conformal supergravity in the algebra of transformations (B.26) with (B.14) and (B.27).
In addition to the fields of supergravity, we introduce, for each of the local symmetries,
a ghost system consisting of ghosts c, anti-ghosts b, and Lagrange multiplier B. The
ghost b and anti-ghost c for bosonic (fermionic) gauge symmetries are fermionic (bosonic),
and the Lagrange multiplier B is bosonic (fermionic). Now we write the transformations
of all the fields under the equivariant supercharge Qeq, following the prescription of the
previous section. We choose a background φ˚ which admits some rigid supersymmetry and
a corresponding Killing spinor, and set all the background value of the ghost fields to be
zero except for the ghost of the local supersymmetry variation. The equation (2.10)
c˚AR(φ˚)A
i = 0
is simply the condition that the background has a fermionic isometry, i.e. a rigid super-
symmetry, and the corresponding parameter c˚A is simply the corresponding Killing spinor.
Here we assume that we have a non-compact background so that all the isometry param-
eters are non-normalizable, otherwise we would need an additional gauge fixing procedure
by introducing ghost for ghosts.
In this situation, the deformed BRST transformation given in (2.11), (2.12), (2.18)
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and (2.18) is
δeq φ˜
i = LΛcµφi + Λ(˚c+ c)ARAi(φ) ,
δeq c
µ = Λcν∂νc
µ − 1
2
(˚c+ c)BΛ(˚c+ c)AfAB
µ(φ) +
1
2
c˚BΛc˚AfAB
µ(φ˚) ,
δeq c
A = Λcµ∂µ(˚c+ c)
A − 1
2
(˚c+ c)CΛ(˚c+ c)BfBC
A(φ) +
1
2
c˚CΛc˚BfBC
A(φ˚) ,
δeq bµ = ΛBµ ,
δeq bA = ΛBA , (2.24)
δeqBµ = L 1
2
c˚BΛc˚AfABµ(φ˚)
bµ +
1
2
∂µ
(˚
cCΛc˚BfBC
A(φ˚)
)
bA ,
δeqBA = L 1
2
c˚BΛc˚AfABµ(φ˚)
bA +
1
2
c˚LΛc˚CfCL
B(φ˚)fBA
µ(φ)bµ
+
1
2
c˚MΛc˚LfLM
B(φ˚)fBA
C(φ)bC .
Now we express the equivariant cohomology without the formal grassmann parameter Λ,
by defining δeq = ΛQeq. Since we only have background ghosts for supersymmetry, the
surviving background bilinears are the Killing vector
v˚µ :=
1
2
c˚B c˚AfAB
µ(φ˚) , (2.25)
and the parameters for bosonic transformations
ε˚A3 :=
1
2
c˚C c˚BfBC
A(φ˚) . (2.26)
Now, recalling the discussion after Equation (2.22) that fBA
µ(φ) = 0 and that fBA
C(φ)
is constant whenever the index B labels a bosonic symmetry transformation, we find that
some of the structure functions in the transformations (2.24) are actually constant. A
direct calculation of the various commutators results in the algebra:
Q2eq = Lv˚ +
∑
A∈bos
δA(˚ε
A
3 ) , (2.27)
where the sum in the second term is now over all bosonic symmetries except general
coordinate transformations.
It is worth re-emphasising that the deformed BRST transformations (2.24) are con-
sistently defined around an arbitrary supersymmetric background. The consequent alge-
bra (2.27) depends on the choice of background through its rigid symmetry parameters.
On specializing to a flat background, we recover the algebra discussed in [21, 22, 24].
2.3 Matter multiplets coupled to supergravity
The general formalism explained in the previous section can also be applied in the same
manner when matter multiplets are coupled to supergravity. Many such examples of such
constructions have been discussed recently (see e.g. the review collection [33]). In this
subsection, we show that our general formalism gives a uniform explanation for the various
constructions.
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Suppose a matter multiplet is accompanied by internal gauge symmetry G which we
take to be generic non-abelian Lie group. Then the superconformal symmetry gets the
central extension; in general, anti-commutation of two supercharges Q generates the inter-
nal gauge symmetry G with field dependent parameter. Thus the structure functions are
enlarged to include the internal gauge algebra, {fBCA(φ)} → {fBCA(φ) , fBCI(φ) , fJKI},
where I , J ,K are the gauge index and fJK
I is constant. In addition to the matter multi-
plet {φim}, we include the ghost multiplet {cI , bI , BI} of the internal gauge symmetry G
to the Weyl multiplet and its ghost multiplets. As in the previous section, we use the
deformed BRST transformation as in (2.24) to get the algebra (2.27).
In order to consider the matter fields on rigid supergravity background, we suppress
all the quantum fluctuations of the Weyl multiplet and its ghost fields and set them to
their background values. Thus we have
Qeqφ˜
i
m = c˚
ARA
i(φ˚+ φ˜m) + c
IRI
i(φ˚+ φ˜m)
Qeqc
I = −1
2
c˚C c˚B(fBC
I(φ˚+ φ˜m)− fBCI(φ˚)) + 1
2
cKcJfJK
I
QeqbI = BI (2.28)
QeqBI = L 1
2
c˚B c˚AfABµ(φ˚)
bI +
1
2
c˚B c˚AfAB
J(φ˚)fJI
KbK ,
and the algebra closes equivariantly to
Q2eq = Lv˚ +
∑
A∈bos
δA(˚ε
A
3 ) + δG(˚a) , (2.29)
where the parameters v˚µ and ε˚A3 are the Killing vector (2.25) and rigid bosonic symmetry
parameters (2.26), respectively, and the a˚I is rigid parameter for the internal gauge group
G defined as
a˚I =
1
2
c˚B c˚AfAB
I(φ˚) . (2.30)
We now illustrate the simple example of an abelian vector multiplet coupled to N = 2
supergravity background that we use in the following. The vector multiplet consists of a
vector field Aµ, a scalar X, two gaugini λ
i which form an SU(2) doublet of chiral fermions,
and the auxiliary scalars Y ij which form an SU(2) triplet. The algebra that is used for
localization is that of a rigid supersymmetry Q2 which squares to bosonic symmetries with
field dependent parameters:
Q2 = Lv˚ + Gauge(a) , (2.31)
where we have assumed that there are no other bosonic transformations on the right-hand
side, just to make the discussion simpler. Here, a is the U(1) gauge parameter given by
a = −v˚µAµ − 2i(˚ci−c˚i−X + c˚i+c˚i+X). Note that this includes the background value as well
as fluctuation of fields. In order to get a rigid symmetry algebra, one introduces the ghost
system (c, b, B) for the U(1) gauge symmetry, and uses the combination Q̂ = Q+Qbrst. In
this case one has to additionally work out the transformations of Q on the ghost system
demanding consistency of the algebra (see [12, 20, 25, 34] for details of this procedure in
some examples).
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Our formalism above systematizes this procedure, and the transformation rules of Q̂
are precisely those of Qeq. The transformations of the rigid supersymmetry Q correspond
to the terms involving c˚, and the other terms correspond to the BRST transformation
Qbrst.
9 In this case one obtains
Qeq c = −a˜ , Qeq a˜ = −Lv˚c , (2.32)
Qeq b = B , QeqB = Lv˚b ,
in agreement with the construction of the combined cohomology Q̂ in each case. The
algebra closes to bosonic symmetries with field independent rigid parameters,
Q2eq = Lv˚ + Gauge(˚a) , (2.33)
as can be read off directly from (2.28).
3 Twisted fields and algebra of N = 2 conformal supergravity
In this section we implement the twisting procedure described above on all the fields of
the N = 2 supergravity (Weyl) multiplet. We then classify all the twisted fields as repre-
sentations of the supersymmetry algebra (2.27). This representation, called the cohomology
complex, is of the form (Φ , QeqΦ ,Ψ , QeqΨ). Here Φ and Ψ denote the collection of some
of the bosons and fermions, respectively, of the theory which we shall call elementary. The
rest of the bosonic and fermionic fields are in the collections QeqΨ and QeqΦ, respectively.
We can think of this procedure as a change of variables in the (matter+ ghost) field space
from the fields labelled as usual under local Lorentz indices to a set of fields that are paired
up under the operator Qeq. This change of variables will be very useful when we compute
the functional integral using localization, as the algebra (2.27) is then manifestly satisfied
on these variables removing any issues caused by gauge choices.
In order to achieve such a classification we need, firstly, an operator Qeq with a well-
defined off-shell action in the theory. This is precisely what we achieved in the previous
sections for N = 2 supergravity around any supersymmetric background that admits a
Killing spinor εi, we shall refer to Qeq as the supercharge from now on, and the transfor-
mations as supersymmetry transformations from now on. The next step is to twist the
various fermionic fields, i.e. construct linear combinations with the Killing spinor so as to
obtain a set of fields with purely bosonic quantum numbers. Having done that the prob-
lem reduces to tracking the supersymmetry transformations on all the fields and classifying
them into the four sets listed above. This classification of course only respects the super-
algebra (2.27) and, in particular, the local Lorentz components of the same field can end
up in different sets.
9The constant gauge transformation parameter a˚I = 1
2
c˚B c˚AfAB
I(φ˚) in (2.30) corresponds to the param-
eter a0 that appears in (4.12) of [20] or (4.9) of [25]. In the (2.28), it naturally appears as a part of the
rigid supersymmetry Q transformation of the ghost fields . A difference is that since we do not consider the
zero mode of the ghost fields, the multiplet of ghost for ghost is absent. i.e. a˜0 = c˜0 = c0 = b0 = 0 in [20].
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We reorganize the variables through the following procedure. We consider a local
change of variables. We also demand that this change of variables is invertible, as otherwise
the functional integration measure would be singular.
1. We choose a particular twisting of all the spinorial fields, and make sure that it is
invertible. The way of twisting may not be unique, but the following procedure will
ensure if our choice of twisting is good for the cohomological classification.
2. We start with a given component, say φR, of a bosonic field φ in some representationR
of the gauge group, and consider the variation QeqφR which is clearly in the same
representation, and may be a composite combination of bosonic fields and the twisted
fermionic fields with coefficients consisting of bilinears of the Killing spinor εi.
3. We find a term where the twisted fermionic field ψR in the same representation as
the boson φR linearly appears. The constraints we impose are that this fermionic
field should not contain derivatives—otherwise the change of variables will not be
invertible (as the constant modes will not be present)—and that the coefficient of
this term should be regular everywhere for the invertibility. If we can find such a ψR,
then we classify φR as an elementary bosonic variable in Φ and QeqφR in QeqΦ. We
may exclude the ψR from the set Ψ of elementary fermionic variables.
4. In the same way, we find the fermionic variables in Ψ and the corresponding bosonic
variables in QeqΨ.
5. Keep the process going until all the variables are classified. If we fail, then we
reconsider the other way of twisting.
This procedure yields a consistent set of twisted variables which smoothly fall into repre-
sentations of Qeq. The nature of the change of variables from the original quantum field
variables to the cohomological variables is of the form linear transformation + non-linear
transformation. Here the coefficients of the linear term always include the background
spinors, while the non-linear terms can be thought of as fluctuations. Thus, at least for
small fluctuations, the Jacobian is a constant. This is one of the big advantages of the
background field method, and is an important difference with the discussion in [21, 22, 24].
In the applications that follow, we assume that this is the case in the full transformation
and there is no Gribov-type singularity.
We now use these ideas to classify the cohomology complex of N = 2 supergravity.
We begin by reviewing the simpler and known case of the vector multiplet fields [12] to
set up the formalism and notations. Our conventions for spinors and gamma matrices are
presented in Appendix A.
3.1 Vector multiplet
The N = 2 vector multiplet (Aµ , X ,X , λi , Y ij) consists of a vector field Aµ, two scalars X
and X, two gaugini λi which form an SU(2) doublet of chiral fermions, and the auxiliary
scalars Y ij which form an SU(2) triplet. The vector field Aµ is a gauge field for U(1) gauge
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symmetry, and correspondingly we introduce the ghost system (b, c, B). The ghost b and
anti-ghost c are fermionic, and the Lagrange multiplier B is bosonic.
First we write the spinorial gaugini fields λi in terms of bosonic variables by projecting
against the fixed Killing spinors εi using (γ5ε
i , γµεi , ijε
j) as a basis. The resulting twisted
variables are
λ = εiγ5λ
i , λµ = εi γµ λ
i , λij = −2 ε(iCλj) , (3.1)
where the matrix C is the charge conjugation matrix, and the inverse relation is
λi = (εj ε
j)−1
(
γ5ε
iλ+ γµεi λµ + jk ε
k λij
)
. (3.2)
Here we assume that the coefficient εj ε
j is non-singular, which ensures the invertibility of
the twisting, so that the 8 gaugini degrees of freedom are now encoded in the bosonic coef-
ficients (λ , λµ , λ
ij). Here, we could also choose a different twist using (εi , γµγ5ε
i , ijγ5ε
j),
but we shall not work it out. As we will see that the choice (3.2) reads to a consistent
cohomological classification.
We start with the gauge field Aµ. The variation of the quantum fluctuation of Aµ is
Qeq A˜µ = λµ + ∂µc , (3.3)
Here the twisted variable λµ appears without derivative, and so Aµ belongs to Φ and λµ is
excluded from Ψ. Indeed, the variation of λµ
Qeqλµ = Lv A˜µ + ∂µa (3.4)
with
a := −vµAµ − iX1(εiεi)−X2(εiγ5εi) , (3.5)
does not contains any term without derivatives of other bosonic variables. Here we letX1 :=
X +X and X2 := −i(X −X). Next, we consider the variation of the quantum fluctuation
of X2:
Qeq X˜2 = λ . (3.6)
It does not contain any derivatives, and thus the variable X˜2 belongs to Ψ and λ is excluded
from Ψ10. The remaining twisted gaugino field λij varies into
Qeq λ
ij = εkε
k Y ij + 2ε(iCγµεj)∂µX2 (3.7)
+ ε
(i
+Cγ
abε
j)
+
[
F−ab −
1
8
(X1 − iX2)T−ab
]
+ ε
(i
−Cγ
abε
j)
−
[
F+ab −
1
8
(X1 + iX2)T
+
ab
]
.
Since the auxiliary field Y ij appears without derivative and with a regular coefficient εkε
k.
the field λij belongs to Ψ and Y ij does not belong to Φ.
10If we started from X˜1, then we would get QeqX˜1 = i(εjε
j)−1
(
εiγ5ε
iλ+ εiγ
µεiλµ
)
which has a singular
coefficient εiγ5ε
i, and thus the change of variable (λ , λµ , λ
ij)→ (QeqX˜1 , QeqA˜µ , λij) would be singular.
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The bosonic variable X1 is not yet classified. For this we look at the variation of ghost
fields which were already presented in (2.32):
Qeqc = −a˜ , Qeqa˜ = −Lv˚c ,
Qeqb = B , QeqB = Lv˚b .
From the expression (3.5), we see that the field a˜ includes the field X1 without derivative
and with non-singular coefficient εiε
i. Thus c belongs to Ψ and it is natural that X1 is not
part of Φ. Finally, the classification of the anti-ghost and the auxiliary field is trivial. The
b varies into B with no derivative. Thus b belongs to Ψ and B is not in Φ. From these
transformation rules, we see that the cohomological variables for the bosons and fermions
variables are organized as in Table 1. This above discussion was simply a review of known
Φ Ψ
A˜µ , X˜2 λ
ij , b , c
Table 1: The elementary variables (5 bosons and the 5 fermions) in the cohomological
representation of the vector multiplet fields, including the ghost system. The rest of the
fields are in Qeq variations of the elementary variables.
results [12, 20, 25], which we went through in order to explain our systematics. Our real
interest is of course in the Weyl multiplet, to which we turn now in order to achieve a
similar classification using these ideas.
3.2 Weyl multiplet
The independent physical fields of the Weyl multiplet consist of 24+24 independent degrees
of freedom, as reviewed in Appendix B. We collect them in Table 2. Here we are interested
in the off-shell counting of the degrees of freedom in a covariant manner, i.e. without taking
into account the redundancies due to gauge transformations. This gives a count of a total
of 43 bosonic and 40 fermionic degrees of freedom. This mismatch, as we have discussed,
is due to the gauge symmetries not commuting with supersymmetry, and it will be cured
by the addition of ghosts. Thus we introduce, for each of the local symmetries, a ghost
system consisting of ghosts c, anti-ghosts b, and Lagrange multiplier B. The ghost c and
anti-ghost b for bosonic (fermionic) gauge symmetries are fermionic (bosonic), and the
Lagrange multiplier B is bosonic (fermionic). These are presented in Table 3. Together,
the matter and ghost fields of the Weyl multiplet consist of 94 + 94 degrees of freedom.
We now present the details of the twisting and the representation of these fields as
pairs under the supercharge Qeq. The twisted fermionic variables for ψ
i
µ , χ
i , ciQ , c
i
S are
ψµ = εiγ5ψ
i
µ , ψµ
a = εiγ
aψ iµ , ψ
ij
µ = −2ε(iCψj)µ , (3.8)
χ = εiχ
i , χa = εiγ5γ
aχi , χij = −2ε(iCγ5χj) , (3.9)
cS = εiγ5c
i
S , c
a
S = εiγ
ac iS , c
ij
S = −2ε(iCc j)S , (3.10)
cQ = εiγ5c
i
Q , c
a
Q = εiγ
ac iQ , c
ij
Q = −2ε(iCc j)Q , (3.11)
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Local symmetry Gauge fields Degrees of freedom
g.c.t eaµ 16B
Dilatation D ADµ 4B
Sp. conf. Ka faµ composite
Lorentz Mab ω
ab
µ composite
SO(1, 1)R A
R
µ 4B
SU(2)R V iµ j 12B
Q-susy ψ iµ 32F
S-susy φ iµ composite
Auxiliary fields Degrees of freedom
T±ab 6B
D 1B
χ i 8F
Table 2: The 43 bosonic(B) and 40 fermionic(F) matter fields of the Weyl multiplet.
Local symmetry Ghosts Degrees of freedom
g.c.t (cµ, bµ, Bµ) 8F 4B
Dilatation D (cD, bD, BD) 2F 1B
Sp. conf. Ka (c aK , b
a
K , B
a
K ) 8F 4B
Lorentz Mab (c
ab
M , b
ab
M , B
ab
M ) 12F 6B
SO(1, 1)R (cR, bR, BR) 2F 1B
SU(2)R (c
i
R j , b
i
R j , B
i
R j) 6F 3B
Q-susy (c iQ , b
i
Q , B
i
Q) 16B 8F
S-susy (c iS , b
i
S , B
i
S) 16B 8F
Table 3: The 51 bosonic(B) and 54 fermionic(F) ghosts of the Weyl multiplet.
with inverse relations:
ψ iµ = (εiε
i)−1
(
ψµγ5ε
i + ψ aµ γaε
i + ψijµ jkε
k
)
, (3.12)
χi = (εiε
i)−1
(
χεi + χaγaγ5ε
i + χij jkγ5ε
k
)
, (3.13)
c iS = (εiε
i)−1
(
cSγ5ε
i + c aS γaε
i + cijS jkε
k
)
, (3.14)
c iQ = (εiε
i)−1
(
cQγ5ε
i + c aQ γaε
i + cijQ jkε
k
)
. (3.15)
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The spinorial anti-ghosts bQ, bS and Lagrange multipliers BQ, BS corresponding to the
fermionic transformations can be twisted in the same way as the ghosts.
The classification of the cohomological variables of the Weyl multiplet is a little more
involved than those of the vector multiplet, but follows exactly the same general principles.
We recall the general definition of Qeq given in (2.24). The details can be read off from
the algebra, which we present in Appendices B.1 and B.2. As in the previous subsection
we focus on terms that are linear in the fields with no derivatives and with non-singular
coefficient. This allows us to go through the whole multiplet and classify the various fields.
In this discussion below, we use ellipses to denote other terms that appear in the variations.
Once we finish the full classification, we present all the detailed fields variations.
We begin with the defining field of the Weyl multiplet, namely the vielbein eµ
a. The
variation is
Qeq e˜
a
µ = ψ
a
µ + · · · (3.16)
Since the gravitino twisted variable ψµ
a appears linearly without derivative, we classify e˜µ
a
into Φ and exclude ψµ
a from Ψ. Now consider the other gravitino twisted variables:
Qeq ψµ = −cSae˚aµ + A˜Rµ εiεi + · · · , (3.17)
Qeq ψ
ij
µ = V˜µ(ikj)k + · · · . (3.18)
As the right-hand sides contain pure bosonic variables in the same representation, we
classify ψµ and ψ
ij
µ into Ψ and exclude V˜µij from Φ. In the first equation above, it is not
immediately clear which one among the cSa and A
R
µ can be excluded from Φ. However, we
can exclude cSa from Φ by observing that the variation of A˜
R
µ gives
Qeq A˜
R
µ = −χae˚µa + · · · . (3.19)
Thus A˜Rµ belongs to Φ and χ
a can be excluded from Ψ.
Now consider the other auxiliary fermion twisted variables χ and χij . Since variation
of the χ gives the auxiliary scalar D˜ as
Qeq χ = D˜ εiε
i + · · · , (3.20)
we put χ into Ψ and exclude D˜ from Φ. We can find the χij from the variation of the
tensor field T˜+ab or T˜
−
ab as
Qeq T˜
±
ab = 4i (εiε
i)−1 ε(i∓C γab γ5 ε
j)
∓ χij + · · · , (3.21)
where χij := ikjl χ
kl. At present the mapping looks nontrivial because the fields have
different representation under the local Lorentz and R-symmetry group SU(2)+×SU(2)−×
SU(2)R : while the T˜
+
ab and T˜
−
ab have representation (1, 3, 1) and (3, 1, 1), the χij has (1, 1, 3).
The right hand side of (3.21) provides the twisting procedure such that the representation
of χij is converted to the representation of the correct combination of T˜
−
ab and T˜
+
ab depending
on the point of the manifold. At the point where εi− = 0 the T˜
−
ab maps to χij , and at the
point where εi+ = 0 the T˜
+
ab maps the χij . Therefore one of the T˜
±
ab belongs to Φ and the
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χij is excluded from Ψ. The other one of the T˜±ab can be found from the variation of the
ghost for Lorentz symmetry as
Qeq c
ab = −1
4
i
(
εi+ε
i
+T˜
ab+ + εi−εi−T˜
ab−)− (εiεi)−1 ε(iCγabγ5εj) cSij + · · · . (3.22)
This variation in fact includes the ghost for the S symmetry cijS as well. Again, by the
twisting procedure, at the point where εi− = 0 the cab maps to T˜
+
ab and c
ij
S , and at the point
where εi+ = 0 the c
ab maps to T˜−ab and c
ij
S . Thus the c
ab belongs to Ψ and the other one of
T˜±ab and c
ij
S can be excluded from Φ.
Consider the yet unclassified twisted variable for the S supersymmetry ghost field cS .
From the {Q,S} algebra (B.28), we find
Qeq cD = cS + · · · . (3.23)
Thus cD belongs to Ψ and cS can be excluded from Φ. Now from the [A
R, Q] and [V RΛ , Q]
algebra, we read off
Qeq cQ = −1
2
cR + · · · , (3.24)
Qeq c
ij
Q = c
ij
R + · · · , (3.25)
where c ijR := c
(i
R k
j)k. Thus the ghost for supersymmetry cQ and c
ij
Q belong to Φ and cR
and c ijR can be excluded from Ψ. The rest of the supersymmetry ghost c
a
Q can be found
from the variation of the translation ghost cµ,
Qeq c
µ = −2 c aQ e˚aµ + · · · . (3.26)
Thus the cµ is in Ψ and c aQ is excluded from Φ.
Finally consider the transformation of A˜Dµ :
Qeq A˜
D
µ = cKae˚
a
µ + · · · . (3.27)
Thus we finish the classification of matter and ghost fields by putting the A˜Dµ into Φ and
excluding c aK from Ψ.
The classification of all the anti-ghosts b and the Lagrange multiplier fields B is
straightforward since they form a closed multiplet under the Qeq by themselves. The
algebra takes the form
Qeqb = B , QeqB = Lv˚b+ · · · , (3.28)
where the rest of the terms in the variation of B are given in (2.24). Since B linearly
appears without derivative on the right-hand side, we classify the anti-ghost b in Φ (or Ψ)
and the Lagrange multiplier B into QeqΦ (or QeqΨ) when b is bosonic (or fermionic).
The final classification of all the Weyl multiplet fields is presented in Table 4.
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Φ Ψ
e˜ aµ , A˜
R
µ , A˜
D
µ , T˜
+/−
ab ψµ , ψ
ij
µ , χ ,
cQ , c
ij
Q , c
µ , c abM , cD ,
bQ , bQa , b
ij
Q , bµ , b
ab
M , bD ,
bS , bSa , b
ij
S b
a
K , bR , b
i
Rj
Table 4: The elementary variables (47 bosons + 47 fermions) in the cohomological repre-
sentation of the Weyl multiplet fields and ghosts. Here T˜
+/−
ab refers appropriate combination
of T˜+ab and T˜
−
ab depending on the spacetime point as explained around (3.21).
Now we turn to the full transformation rules. It will be useful to define the following
field-dependent parameters:
vµ = vaea
µ = εiγ
aεiea
µ ,
εab = −vµωabµ + i
1
4
εi+ε
i
+T
ab+ + i
1
4
εi−εi−T
ab− + εiγabγ5ηi ,
εD = −vµADµ − εiγ5ηi , (3.29)
ε aK = −vµfaµ − i
1
4
εi+ε
i
+DbT
ab+ − i1
4
εi−ε i−DbT
ab− − 3
4
vaD +
1
2
ηiγ
aηi ,
ε iQ = −
1
2
vµψiµ , ε
i
S = −
1
2
vµφiµ +
3
2
εj+ε
j
+χ
i
− −
3
2
εj−ε
j
−χ
i
+ ,
εR = −vµARµ + εiηi ,
εR
i
j =
1
2
vµVµij + 2εjγ5ηi − δijεkγ5ηk .
These bilinears are all constructed out of the background values of the Killing spinors for
supersymmetry εi and conformal supersymmetry ηi. The field-dependence of the gauge
algebra occurs because of the field-dependence of these bilinears. We see here that, indeed,
it only occurs in the anticommutators of two fermionic transformations, consistent with
the discussion in Section 2.2.
Our goal now is to write down the transformation rules for all the (elementary) variables
of the theory which we classified above. The transformations should be expressed in terms
of the twisted variables which we also defined above. It turns out that it is easier to actually
write out the equivalent transformation rules in terms of the original variables for a couple
of reasons. Firstly, some of the equations involve derivatives, and the derivative operation
does not commute with the twisting as our Killing spinors are not constant. This of course
can be overcome if we express everything in terms of covariant derivatives—which do kill
the Killing spinors—and write out the non-covariant terms with connections. The second
(and real) reason we use the original fields stems from the non-linearity of supergravity.
Almost all terms on the right-hand side of the gauge variations involve at least bilinears
of fields, if not higher powers. To rewrite the bilinears we have to insert a spinorial basis
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that we used to twist, which is 8 dimensional. Doing so makes the equations much longer.
Therefore we present all the equations in terms of the original field variables. In any
discussion of the twisted theory, one should use the twisted variables presented in (3.12),
(3.8), which is a linear transformation of the original fields.
We write some of the transformation rules below to illustrate their form, and record
the full list in Appendix C. We begin with the transformation rules of the (b, B) ghost fields
for general coordinate transformations, Lorentz transformations, and supersymmetry:
Qeqbµ = Bµ , QeqBµ = Lv˚bµ + ∂µε˚abbab + ∂µε˚DbD + ∂µε˚aKbKa + ∂µε˚RbR + ∂µε˚ijRbRij ,
Qeqbab = Bab , QeqBab = Lv˚bab + ε˚acbcb + ε˚bcbac + ε˚K[bbKa] ,
Qeqb
i
Q = B
i
Q , QeqB
i
Q = Lv˚b iQ + 14 ε˚abγabb iQ + ε˚ijb jQ + 12 ε˚Db iQ + 12 ε˚γ5b iQ + ε˚ aKγaγ5b iS .
(3.30)
The rest of the (b, B) transformations follow a similar pattern and are presented in (C.1).
The transformation rules of c ghost fields for the same transformations are as follows (here
e˜ µa := e
µ
a − e˚ µa ):
Qeqc
µ = −2 εiγaciQ e˚ µa − 2 εiγaciQ e˜ µa − εiγaεie˜ µa + cν∂νcµ − cQiγacQeµa ,
Qeqc
ab = −i14εi+εi+T˜ ab+ − i14εi−εi−T˜ ab− − εiγabγ5ciS − cQiγabγ5ηi − cQiγabγ5ciS
−i12εi+ciQ+T ab+ − i12εi−ciQ−T ab− − i14cQi+ciQ+T ab+ − i14cQi−ciQ−T ab−
+cµ∂µc
ab + (ε+ cQ)iγ
µ(ε+ cQ)
iωabµ − εiγcεi˚e µc ω˚abµ + cacccb ,
Qeqc
i
Q = −12cRγ5εi + c iRj εj − 12cD εi + 14cabγab(ε+ cQ)i
+cµ∂µ(ε+ cQ)
i + 12(ε+ cQ)jγ
µ(ε+ cQ)
jψiµ − 12cRγ5ciQ + c iRjcjQ − 12cDciQ .
(3.31)
The rest of the c ghost transformations are presented in (C.2). The transformation
rules for the vielbein and gravitini are
Qeqe˜
a
µ = εiγ
aψ iµ + c
ν∂νe
a
µ + ∂µc
νeaν + c
abeµb − cDeaµ + cQiγaψ iµ ,
Qeqψ
i
µ = 2Dµ(ε+ cQ)i + cν∂νψ iµ + ∂µcνψ iν + 14cabγabψ iµ − 12cDψ iµ − 12cRγ5ψ iµ
+ cijψ
i
µ + i
1
16T
abγabγµ(ε+ cQ)
i + γµγ5(η + cS)
i ,
= 2D˜µεi + γ˚µγ5ciS + i 116γab(T abγµ − T˚ abγ˚µ)εi + 2DµciQ + cν∂νψ iµ + ∂µcνψ iν
+14c
abγabψ
i
µ − 12cDψ iµ − 12cRγ5ψ iµ + cijψ iµ + i 116γabT abγµciQ + γ˜µγ5ciS + γ˜µγ5ηi ,
(3.32)
where the covariant derivative Dµεi is
Dµεi = (∂µ − 1
4
ωµabγ
ab +
1
2
ADµ +
1
2
ARµ γ5)ε
i +
1
2
Vµijεj . (3.33)
In the variation of the gravitini, we have defined T ab = T ab+ +T ab−, the fluctuation of the
covariant derivative D˜µ ≡ Dµ − D˚µ, the fluctuation of the gamma matrix γ˜µ = γa e˜ aµ , and
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used the fact that the (εi, ηi) obey the background Killing spinor equation. The rest of the
transformation rules for the Weyl multiplet fields are presented in (C.3).
We end this section with a couple of comments. Firstly, as an illustration of our
discussion about why we use the original variables, we can look at the variation of the
vielbein in terms of twisted variables:
Qeqe˜µ
a = ψµ
a + Lcνe aµ + cabeµb − cDeaµ (3.34)
+ (εiε
i)−2
[−(εiγaεi)cQψµ + (εiγ5εi)cQψ aµ + (εiCγ5γaεj)cQψµij
+ (εiγ5ε
i)c aQψµ + (εiγbε
i)c aQψ
b
µ + 2(εiγbε
i)c
[b
Q ψ
a]
µ − (εiCγabεj)c bQψµij
− (εiCγaγ5εj)cQijψµ − (εiCγabεj)cQijψ bµ + 12(εkγaεk)cQijψ ijµ
]
.
As we discussed above, we see that one bilinear term in the original variables has become
ten terms in terms of the twisted variables. Secondly, we can now explicitly see the promised
linear + non-linear form of the Qeq-variations of the elementary fields. The linear part is
the twisted variable which we have presented as the first term in the above variations.
4 Equivariant cohomology and black hole functional determinants
In this section we discuss the functional integral for the exact quantum entropy of half-
BPS black holes in N = 2 superconformal gravity coupled to vector multiplets. Using the
formalism developed above, we show how the functional integral reduces to an ordinary
integral using supersymmetric localization filling in a gap in the formal derivation of the
result for the graviton multiplet. We then compute the one-loop determinants of the
deformation operator over the non-BPS fluctuations of the Weyl and vector multiplets in
the localization formula. This determinant was computed in [27, 28] for vector and hyper
multiplets using index theory. The symmetries of the problem combined with consistency
with the on-shell computations at large charges [35] also pinned down the determinant for
the graviton multiplet. Here we give a first-principles calculation for the off-shell graviton
multiplet, using the covariant formalism developed in the previous sections. As part of
this calculation we need to deal with the subtleties of the so-called boundary modes first
discussed in [37]. To this end we develop a treatment of the boundary modes consistent
with our formalism based on supersymmetry.
4.1 Review of exact quantum entropy of BPS black holes
The underlying theory we consider is N = 2 superconformal gravity coupled to a number
of matter multiplets that we discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. This theory has extra fields
that transform under gauge transformations compared to the physical fluctuating fields
around the black hole. As in any gauge theory, in order to make contact with the physics
(in this case, of the black hole), one has to consider gauge-invariant combinations. In
particular, we consider the Weyl multiplet coupled to nv + 1 vector multiplets, labelled
by I = 0, · · ·nv, and one hyper multiplet. Of these, one vector multiplet and one hyper
multiplet act as the so-called compensating multiplets, and can be gauged away if required.
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This theory has a black hole solution which preserves 4 out of 8 supercharges. The near-
horizon configuration is a fully supersymmetric solution in its own right. The geometry
is AdS2 × S2 with equal and opposite scalar curvatures. The near-horizon configuration
has an SL(2)×SU(2) bosonic symmetry, the two factors acting on the AdS2 and S2 parts
respectively. Each gauge field has a fixed electric and magnetic field strengths consistent
with the bosonic symmetry, and constant scalars. The above bosonic symmetries together
with the eight supersymmetries form an SU(1, 1|2) superalgebra. The curvatures, fields
strengths, and the scalar values are all fixed by the attractor equations, or equivalently, by
the supersymmetry equations.
The problem of computing the exact quantum entropy of the original black hole was
proposed in [36] as the computation of the functional integral of the gravitational theory
whose fields φsugra asymptote to the near-horizon background just discussed:
exp
(
SquBH(q, p)
) ≡ W (q, p) = ∫
AdS2
[Dφsugra] exp
(
−i qI
∮
τ
AI − Ssugra(φsugra)
)
. (4.1)
There are various infra-red divergences that arise from the infinite volume of AdS2, which
are taken into account by appropriate counterterms.
The idea of solving this integral exactly by localization methods was put forward
in [26], [2], which we review briefly below. This endeavor is different at a conceptual level
from using localization to solve functional integrals in quantum field theory as there is no
good a priori definitions because of the usual UV problems of gravity. Nevertheless, treating
it as a formal object which is consistent with supersymmetry, the idea of [2, 3] was to reduce
it to a sensible integral which can then be compared to microscopic string theory. Even
with this philosophy, we have to deal with the question posed in the introduction, namely
what is a good choice of supercharge with which to localize. The route pursued in [2, 3]
is to choose the attractor solution as a background and use one of the supersymmetries
of this background, and hope that all the gauge-invariances of the supergravity theory are
consistently fixed in the quantum theory.
We can now give a more systematic treatment of the Weyl multiplet and the gauge-
fixing procedure in the quantum theory using the formalism developed in the previous
sections. We write down a symmetry generator Qeq as in Section 2.2 coming from the
supersymmetry variations of the classical attractor background, and promote it to a covari-
ant operator in the full quantum theory including the ghosts for all the gauge symmetries.
According to the discussion in [1] we should consider the original gauge-fixed functional
integral Z using the action
Ssugra =
∫
d4x
(
Lphyssugra − δeq
(
bα F
α
))
, (4.2)
where the gauge-fixing conditions Fα are assumed to completely fix all the gauge invariances
of the theory.11
In order to localize, one begins by choosing a Killing spinor in the background attrac-
tor geometry, which we present in the appendix D, that generates a fermionic symmetry
11In the black hole context we will adopt a covariant gauge as in [26].
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obeying the algebra
Q2eq = L0 − J0 , (4.3)
where L0 and J0 are the Cartan generators of the SL(2) and the SU(2) algebras, respec-
tively. Next, one deforms the action as
Ssugra = S(0)→ S(λ) = S(0) + λQeq V , (4.4)
with
V =
∫
d4x
√
g˚
∑
ψ
ψQeqψ (4.5)
summed over all the physical fermions of the theory. Since L0 − J0 is a compact U(1)
isometry, this deformation obeys the condition Q2eqV = 0. This leads to the result that
the functional integral reduces to an integral over the critical points of the deformation
term, weighted by the original action times a one-loop determinant of the deformation
action Qeq V. The critical points are given by the localization equations
Qeq ψ = 0 , for all physical fermions ψ , (4.6)
to be solved along with the gauge conditions Fα = 0.
The variables for these localization equations are the metric and matter fields, as well
as the bosonic ghosts for supergravity. In other words, the problem reduces to finding all
metric and gauge field configurations which asymptote to the attractor background and
admit some supercharge that asymptote to the background supercharge Qeq. It was shown
in [37] that the solution to this problem12 was parameterized by an nv + 1-dimensional
manifold, whose points label the off-shell BPS fluctuations of the scalar field in each vector
multiplet in a gauge of
√
g =
√
g0 where g0 is for the AdS2 × S2 metric with unit radius.
The localizing manifold is thus labelled by (nv+1) real parameters {φI}, I = 0, · · · , nv.
The result [2] of evaluating the functional integral (4.1) is
W pert(q, p) =
∫
MQ
nv∏
I=0
dφI exp
(
− pi qI φI + 4pi ImF
(
(φI + ipI)/2
))
Z
QeqV
1-loop(φ
I) , (4.7)
where F is the holomorphic prepotential of the supergravity theory (which can contain
terms with arbitrary derivatives). The superscript “pert” indicates that this is an all-order
perturbation theory result around the attractor configuration. There may be additional
non-perturbative contributions, for example from orbifold configurations [38–40].
The problem thus reduces to evaluating the one-loop determinant in the expres-
sion (4.7). It was argued in [28] that since there is only one scale set by e−K := −i(XI F I−
X
I
FI) in the localization background, where K is called Ka¨hler potential and F is the holo-
morphic prepotential, the functional determinant will have the symplectically invariant
form (ignoring infinite constants):
Z1-loop(φ
I) = exp
(−a0K(φI + ipI)) . (4.8)
12This is true modulo an assumption in [37] regarding the SU(2)R gauge field which can probably be
removed upon coupling to charged hyper multiplets and repeating the localization calculation.
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The number a0 receives contributions from each multiplet of the N = 2 supergravity
theory:
a0 = a
grav
0 + (nv + 1) a
vec
0 + nh a
hyp
0 , (4.9)
where (nv + 1), nh are the number of vector and hyper multiplets in the off-shell theory,
respectively.13 When all the electric and magnetic charges of the black hole scale equally
to be very large, we can do a saddle-point analysis of the integral (4.7) to obtain
SquBH =
AH
4
+ a0 logAH + · · · . (4.10)
The number a0 was calculated for vector and hyper multiplets in [27, 28] to be
avec0 = −ahyp0 = −1/12 . (4.11)
We now move on to compute the number a0 for the Weyl multiplet, after first reviewing
the fixed-point formula for the computation of the determinant.
4.2 Functional determinants from a fixed point formula
An elegant formalism to compute the one-loop determinant was given in [20, 25, 41, 42].
The idea is to first organize all the fluctuating fields of the theory into cohomological
variables, i.e. representations of the form (Φ , QeqΦ ,Ψ , QeqΨ) of the equivariant alge-
bra Q2eq = H. This is exactly what we achieved in Section 3 for the case of supergravity,
where we arranged all the fields as elementary bosons Φ and fermions Ψ and their respec-
tive Qeq-partners.
The supercharge Qeq pairs up the fields algebraically at each point in space, and
therefore all the contribution to the superdeterminant can be understood as a mismatch
between the elementary bosons and elementary fermions, which is kept track by the oper-
ator D10 : Φ→ Ψ. This follows from an algebraic analysis which we repeat below because
there are subtleties when we apply it to our problem. We begin by writing the QeqV action
as follows,
V =
∫
d4x
√
g˚
[
(QeqΦ ,Ψ)
(
D00 D01
D10 D11
)(
Φ
QeqΨ
)]
(4.12)
⇒ QeqV =
∫
d4x
√
g˚
[
(Φ , QeqΨ)Kb
(
Φ
QeqΨ
)
+ (QeqΦ ,Ψ)Kf
(
QeqΦ
Ψ
)]
, (4.13)
where
Kb =
(−H 0
0 1
)(
D00 D01
D10 D11
)
+
(
DT00 D
T
10
DT01 D
T
11
)(
H 0
0 1
)
, (4.14)
Kf =
(
1 0
0 −H
)(
DT00 D
T
10
DT01 D
T
11
)
−
(
D00 D01
D10 D11
)(
1 0
0 H
)
. (4.15)
13Any other multiplets like spin 3/2 multiplets will also contribute linearly.
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It is clear from these expressions that(
1 0
0 −H
)
Kb = Kf
(
H 0
0 1
)
, (4.16)
and therefore the ratio of determinants of the fermionic and bosonic kinetic operators
in QeqVeq reduces, up to a sign, to the ratio14
Z
QeqV
1-loop =
√
detKf
detKb
=
√
detΨH
detΦH
. (4.17)
Now, the operator D10 pairs up the elementary bosons and fermions, and therefore any
mode which is not in the kernel or cokernel of D10 does not contribute to this ratio. Thus
the ratio of determinants on the right-hand side can thus be computed from the knowledge
of the index
ind(D10)(t) := TrKerD10 e
tH − TrCokerD10 etH . (4.18)
Writing the index as a series,
ind(D10)(t) =
∑
n
a(n) eiλnt , (4.19)
we can read off the eigenvalues λn of H, as well as their indexed degeneracies a(n), and
the ratio of determinants in (4.17) is
Z1-loop =
∏
n
λ
− 1
2
a(n)
n , (4.20)
where the infinite product is regulated in a suitable manner.
Our computation thus reduces to the computation of the equivariant index (4.18), with
respect to the action of H. This can be done in an elegant manner using the Atiyah-Bott
fixed-point formula [43], which says that it reduces to the quantum-mechanical modes at the
fixed points of the manifold under the action of H. Denoting this action by x 7→ x˜ = etHx
we have
ind(D10) =
∑
{x|x˜=x}
TrΦ e
tH − TrΨ etH
det(1− ∂x˜/∂x) . (4.21)
We therefore simply need to compute the charges of the various modes under this rotation,
which can be read off from our presentation of the twisted variables in Section 3.
Our goal now is to compute the one-loop determinant in (4.7) and, in particular, the
number a0 defined in (4.9) for the Weyl multiplet. We will do so using the fixed-point for-
mula outlined above, but before doing so we remind the reader that there are some caveats
14The last ratio is well-defined in that the modes with zero eigenvalue of H do not contribute to it. As
can be seen from Equations (4.14), (4.15), the determinant of the kinetic operator on H = 0 modes is the
square of determinant of D10 equally for both bosons and fermions. Further, this determinant is non-zero
as the modes under consideration are orthogonal to the localisation locus. Therefore the determinant for
those modes is completely cancelled between bosons and fermions.
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and subtleties in applying the formula to the black hole problem, as discussed in [27, 28].
The main issue is that we are in a non-compact space and we should be careful about the
boundary conditions on the various fields. These issues have been addressed in similar
contexts in [34, 44, 45]. In particular, it was shown in [45] that normalizable boundary
conditions are not always compatible with supersymmetry, even for scalar multiplets. In
our analysis, we would like to have a set of boundary conditions consistent with supersym-
metry. In order to achieve this we impose normalizable boundary conditions for all the
elementary cohomological variables. Supersymmetry then requires that a mode φ and its
superpartner Qeqφ have the same boundary conditions. Here we do not explicitly construct
these boundary conditions—this is an important issue that needs to be addressed—but our
results seem to be consistent with their existence. Another technical caveat is that we need
to show that the D10 operator in the black hole context is transversally elliptic with respect
to the action of H. We postpone the details of these issues to future work. However, there
is one important subtlety for the black hole problem that may affect the answer crucially,
which is the existence of the so-called boundary modes [35, 46], we now turn to a detailed
discussion of this matter.15
4.3 Boundary modes and their effect on the 1-loop determinant
Boundary modes are normalizable modes of gauge fields that are formally pure gauge
but whose gauge parameters are not normalizable. For example there are normalizable
modes of the 1-form gauge field Abdryµ = ∂µΛ with non-normalizable Λ. These modes
are not gauge redundancies and should be considered physical degrees of freedom because
we have assumed a normalizable boundary condition on all the elementary cohomological
variables, which includes the c ghost fields. The presence of these boundary modes makes
the functional integral (4.1) ill-defined. This is because the gauge fields only appear in the
physical action through the field strengths, which vanish for these modes. These modes also
respect the covariant gauge condition that we adopt, so that they are genuine zero modes
of the action in (4.1). Further, as we will see below, the QeqV-deformation also vanishes
when evaluated on these modes. The deformed functional integral thus remains ill-defined.
Therefore we must remove these modes from the naive computation and consider their
effect separately. In our treatment we continue to denote the critical points of the QeqV
action in the space of bulk modes as the “localization manifold”, and take into account the
effect of the boundary modes in the one-loop determinant, that is,
Z
QeqV
1-loop := Z
bdry Z
′QeqV
1-loop , (4.22)
where the two terms on the right-hand side denote the contribution to the one-loop determi-
nant by the boundary modes and the quadratic fluctuations of the bulk modes, respectively.
The main reason for the subtlety concerning the boundary modes in our formalism is
that Qeq is nilpotent on these modes instead of obeying the equivariant algebra Q
2
eq = H.
We can check this explicitly using the definition of the cohomological variables and by
15We thank the referee for emphasizing their importance, which led us to include the following subsection
in the present version of the paper.
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noting that the normalizable boundary condition on the ghost field c implies that the
boundary mode cannot be written as a covariant derivative acting on a ghost mode. For
example, the 1-form gauge fieldAµ generically obeysQeqAµ = λµ+∂µc but for the boundary
mode the second term is absent, and therefore we have
Q2eqA
bdry
µ = v
νF bdryνµ = 0 . (4.23)
This fact plays an important role below.
Now we look at the details of the deformation action. We use the 1-form gauge field
with boundary modes Abdryµ as an example. The quantity V in (4.12) actually vanishes
for these boundary modes because it is built out of field strengths—this can be seen eas-
ily from (4.5) and the supersymmetry variation of the gaugino in Appendix B.3—which
vanishes for the boundary modes as they are pure gauge. This implies that QeqV also
vanishes for the boundary modes, and we have to treat it separately as mentioned above.
Now, the fact that V vanishes for the boundary modes implies that QeqV also vanishes
for the superpartner QeqA
bdry
µ , so it would seem that these are also zero modes of the
deformation action. In fact, these modes can be lifted in a supersymmetric manner by
choosing the relevant term in (4.13) directly as the definition of the deformed action for
the fermionic superpartners of the boundary modes. Denoting the set of bosonic boundary
modes by Φbdry, we have
QeqV|bdryfermion = −(QeqΦbdry)H (QeqΦbdry) , (4.24)
where the corresponding kinetic operator is nothing but the left-upper block diagonal
part D00 of the fermionic kinetic operator in (4.15). Now, with this definition it is not
obvious that the deformation action is Qeq-exact. However, one can easily check that it is
the case. Indeed we have
QeqV|bdryfermion = Qeq
[
ΦbdryH (QeqΦ
bdry)
]
, (4.25)
by using the nilpotency of the boundary modes. (We can also regard this as replacing D00
in (4.12) by H for these modes.) Note, in particular, that this does not lift the bosonic
boundary modes themselves because of the nilpotency condition (4.23). The above argu-
ments were made for the example of the 1-form gauge field, but it applies to any bosonic
boundary mode. We will therefore take the action (4.24), or equivalently (4.25), for the
fermionic partners of all bosonic boundary modes Φbdry.
Now we turn to the determinant (4.22). For the moment we assume that there are
no fermionic zero modes. Although the bulk part Z
′QeqV
1-loop does not include the determi-
nant over the bosonic boundary modes Φbdry, it does include the determinant over their
partners QeqΦ
bdry because these partners are not zero modes of the QeqV action by our
construction. Now we want to reduce the ratio of the determinant of bosons and fermions
similarly to (4.17) using the relation (4.16). But here we should note that the relation
(4.16) makes sense only when the operators on the left- and right-hand side of the equation
act on the space excluding the boundary modes Φbdry as well as their partners QeqΦ
bdry.
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Therefore a reduction similar to (4.17) happens after splitting the determinant of Kf into
the determinant over QeqΦ
bdry and the rest of the modes, so that we obtain
Z
′QeqV
1-loop =
√
detKf
det′Kb
=
√
detQeqΦbdryH
√
det′Kf
det′Kb
=
√
detΦbdryH
√
detΨH
det′ΦH
. (4.26)
For the last equality, we use that the determinant of H over QeqΦ
bdry is equal to the
determinant over Φbdry. We can write the logarithm of this determinant in an integral
representation as follows,
logZ
′QeqV
1-loop = −
1
2
∫ ∞

dt
t
(
TrΦbdrye
tH + TrΨe
tH − Tr′ΦetH
)
= −
∫ ∞

dt
t
TrΦbdrye
tH − 1
2
∫ ∞

dt
t
(
TrΨe
tH − TrΦetH
)
≡ −
∫ ∞

dt
t
nΦbdry +
1
2
∫ ∞

dt
t
ind(D10)(t) . (4.27)
To reach the second line, we add and subtract half the trace over Φbdry so that the trace in
the second term is now over the complete normalisable function space. In reaching the third
line we have denoted the difference of the traces in the full spaces Φ and Ψ as ind(D10).
Here we have defined the number of boundary modes by
nΦbdry := TrΦbdrye
tH
∣∣∣
t0
, (4.28)
where the notation |t0 means that we pick the constant (t0) term in a Laurent expansion
around zero. This definition will pick out the -independent term in the first integral,
similar to the bulk calculation. Further, the traces involved in this definition will turn
out to be actually regular around t = 0 for every field φ with a boundary mode, and
therefore we can replace the above definition by nφbdry = limt→0 Trφbdrye
tH . This is simply
a regulated version of nφbdry = Trφbdry1, which justifies the terminology “the number of
boundary modes”. This regulator is not exactly the same as the one used in the on-shell
calculation [35], and is more suited to our off-shell localization calculation. However, as we
shall see, our actual answers for nbdry agree with the on-shell values of the “the number of
zero modes” defined in [35].
So far we have discussed elementary bosons. There are three more types of modes
in our complex, namely non-elementary bosons, elementary fermions, and non-elementary
fermions. There are gauge fields, and corresponding boundary modes, in each of these
spaces, to which we turn now one by one. We begin with non-elementary bosons. The
non-elementary bosons are generally combinations of auxiliary fields and derivatives of
elementary fields. For example, in the vector multiplet we have the combination (3.7)
of Y ij and the field strength. In this simplest example, it is well-known that the quadratic
term in the Lagrangian for Y ij is non-propagating. This is in fact more general, and we
can check that the kinetic term D11 for the non-elementary bosons in the action (4.13) is
simply 1. This means that even when there are gauge fields like the auxiliary SU(2) gauge
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field V iµj for the Weyl multiplet, they are not zero modes of the QeqV action. So in this
case there is no modification to our regular treatment.
Next we move to the boundary modes coming from fermionic gauge fields. We shall call
such elementary fermions Ψbdry and composite fermions QeqΦ
pre-bdry. The corresponding
superpartners are QeqΨ
bdry and Φpre-bdry, respectively. As in the case of the bosonic gauge
field (4.23), the supercharge Qeq squares to the field strength of the fermion, which is zero
for pure gauge modes. Thus Qeq is nilpotent on the boundary modes. If we take the
deformation action defined by QeqV with V given by (4.12), we find that the kinetic terms
of the fermionic boundary modes are:
ΨbdryQ2eq Ψ
bdry ,
(
QeqΦ
pre-bdry
)
Q2eq
(
QeqΦ
pre-bdry
)
, (4.29)
corresponding to the diagonal part of the lower-right block and upper-left block of (4.15),
respectively, which vanish because of the nilpotence of Qeq. The corresponding superpart-
ners have the following kinetic terms,(
QeqΨ
bdry
)
1
(
QeqΨ
bdry
)
, Φpre-bdryH2 Φpre-bdry , (4.30)
corresponding to the diagonal part of the lower-right block and upper-left block of (4.14),
respectively, which is well-defined. Thus we see that we do not need any modification to
the action for the fermionic boundary modes and their superpartners.
Now an analysis similar to the one that leads to (4.26), in the case that there are no
bosonic zero modes, leads to the following determinant,
Z
′QeqV
1-loop =
√
det′Kf
detKb
= (detΦpre-bdryH
2)−
1
2
√
det′Kf
det′Kb
= (detΦpre-bdryH
2)−
1
2
√
det′ΨH
det′ΦH
.
(4.31)
As before, we can write this in an integral representation as follows,
logZ
′QeqV
1-loop = −
1
2
∫ ∞

dt
t
(−2TrΦpre-bdryetH + Tr′ΨetH − Tr′ΦetH)
=
1
2
∫ ∞

dt
t
(
TrQeqΦpre-bdrye
tH + TrΨbdrye
tH
)
− 1
2
∫ ∞

dt
t
(
TrΨe
tH − TrΦetH
)
≡ 1
2
∫ ∞

dt
t
(n
QeqΦ
bdry + n
Ψ
bdry) +
1
2
∫ ∞

dt
t
ind(D10)(t) , (4.32)
where we have defined the number of (elementary and composite) fermionic boundary
modes as
nΨbdry := TrΨbdry e
tH
∣∣∣
t0
, n
QeqΦ
bdry := TrQeqΦpre-bdry e
tH
∣∣∣
t0
. (4.33)
The general formula when there are both bosonic and fermionic zero modes is found
by putting together the full discussion. We thus reach the final formula for the modified
one-loop determinant:
logZ
′QeqV
1-loop = −
∫ ∞

dt
t
nbosbdry +
1
2
∫ ∞

dt
t
nferbdry +
1
2
∫ ∞

dt
t
ind(D10)(t) , (4.34)
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where nbosbdry and n
fer
bdry are the total number of bosonic and fermionic boundary modes,
respectively. In Appendix E, we calculate the number of zero modes for the various fields
in our problem.
The whole discussion above has been done based on the assumption that the boundary
modes of the bosons and fermions are not paired by Qeq. It is easy to see that our final
formula (4.34) remains unchanged even if we relax this assumption and there is such a
pairing. Let us start with the bosonic case and consider the determinant (4.26). In this
case if the fermionic mode QeqΦ
bdry is also a boundary mode, then there is no lifting of
this mode, so that the ratio (4.26) does not have the term
√
detΦbdryH. This means that,
in the trace formula (4.27), the first term of the first line is absent, which implies that the
first term of the second line has a factor of 12 and thus we get −12nΦbdry in the first term of
the last line instead of −nΦbdry. This result can be understood as a cancellation between
the number of bosonic boundary modes and fermionic boundary modes, i.e.
− 1
2
nΦbdry = −nΦbdry +
1
2
nΦbdry = −nΦbdry +
1
2
n
QeqΦ
bdry . (4.35)
Thus, by adding a fermionic zero mode term and subtracting a bosonic zero mode contri-
bution, each with a factor of 12 , we reach precisely the formula (4.34). The same analysis
holds, mutatis mutandis, for the fermionic case.
4.4 Computation of the black hole determinant in supergravity
In this subsection we evaluate the one-loop determinant Z
QeqV
1-loop given in (4.22). As was
discussed in [27, 28], the 1-loop determinant depends on the coordinates of the localization
manifold only through one combination of fields called `. In order to see this, we note
that the metric that enters the index theorem calculation should be the physical metric,
whose kinetic term is given by the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian. In terms of the metric gµν
and the scalar fields XI that enter the action of N = 2 supergravity [15–17], the physical
metric is the composite e−K(XI)gµν . The AdS2 × S2 line element is thus given by
ds2 = `2
(
dη2 + sinh2 η dτ2
)
+ `2
(
dψ2 + sin2 ψ dφ2
)
, (4.36)
where ` is the overall physical size of the AdS2 × S2 metric governed by the above field-
dependent physical metric. The calculation is simplified by going to complex coordinates
in which the metric is
ds2 = `2
(
4dwdw
(1− ww)2 +
4dzdz
(1 + zz)2
)
. (4.37)
At the fixed points, i.e. the center of AdS2, the overall size is given by `
2 = e−K(φI+ipI).
The one-loop determinant Z
QeqV
1-loop is divided into the bulk part Z
′QeqV
1-loop and the boundary
part Zbdry, which we now evaluate in turn. First we turn to Z
′QeqV
1-loop which is given by the
formula (4.34). By changing the variable of integration to the dimensionless parameter
t := t/`, we obtain an integral whose range of integration runs from /` to infinity, and
one then extracts the -independent term, which we now proceed to do. The contribution
of the bulk modes, i.e. the third term in the formula (4.34), is captured by the index
ind(D10)(t) = TrΨe
tH − TrΦetH . (4.38)
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This can be computed using the Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula applied to the field
space with our prescribed boundary conditions. Using these methods, the calculation
of ind(D10)(t) reduces to the contribution from the fixed points of AdS2 × S2 under the
action of H. Computing the t→ 0 expansion of ind(D10)(t):
1
4
ind(D10)(t) = · · ·+ a−2
t2
+ abulk0 + a2 t
2 + · · · , (4.39)
the -independent term is given by the constant term in this expansion. In this manner we
obtain that the third term of (4.34) equals
2abulk0 log ` . (4.40)
Using the definition of the boundary modes, the first two terms in (4.34) give
− (nbosbdry − 12nferbdry) log ` . (4.41)
The computation of the zero mode part in (4.22) has been performed in [35] by associ-
ating these modes to asymptotic symmetries, and computing the Jacobian in transforming
the variables to the parameters labelling the symmetries. This procedure yields the for-
mula16
logZbdry = (βbosnbosbdry −
1
2
βfernferbdry) log ` , (4.42)
where β and nbdry are numbers associated with each type of field that has boundary modes,
and is obtained on a case by case basis for each field, that we discuss in Appendix E.
Summarising the equations (4.40), (4.41), and (4.42), we get the 1-loop partition func-
tion
Z
QeqV
1-loop = exp
(−a0K(φI + ipI)) , (4.43)
with
a0 = a
bulk
0 + a
bdry
0 , a
bdry
0 =
1
2
(βbos − 1)nbosbdry −
1
4
(βfer − 1)nferbdry . (4.44)
In the rest of this section we calculate the contribution abulk0 to the one-loop determinant
for a generic multiplet. In the next subsection we will assemble all the pieces to get the
results for the full a0 for the various multiplets.
Contribution of bulk modes through the index
Thus we focus on the fixed points of the U(1) action H = (∂τ − ∂φ) ≡ L0 − J0. The fixed
points are given by w = 0, and z = 0 or 1/z = 0 which are the center of AdS2, with
the North Pole or South Pole of S2 respectively. The action of the operator e−iHt on the
spacetime coordinate is (w , z)→ (eit/`w , e−it/`z). Therefore the determinant factor in the
denominator of (4.21) is, with q = eit/`,
det(1− ∂x˜/∂x) = (1− q)2(1− q−1)2 . (4.45)
16Here we make the assumption that the same ` as for the bulk modes is also the relevant scale for the
boundary modes. As we shall see the final answer is consistent with this assumption.
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Near the fixed points the space looks locally like R4, so we can assign the local coor-
dinates
w = x1 + ix2 , z = x3 + ix4 at NP ,
w = x1 + ix2 , 1/z = x3 + ix4 at SP .
(4.46)
For each local coordinates, we have an associated SO(4) = SU(2)+ × SU(2)− rotation
symmetry. A representation of the chiral and anti-chiral parts of the rotation generator,
i.e. ~J (±) of SU(2)±, can be given by
1
8
γab (1± γ5) = 1
4
(
γab ∓ 1
2
abcdγ
cd
)
, (4.47)
for our convention of chirality matrix γ5 = γ1234. Therefore, since the representation of L0
and J0 is
L0 =
1
4
γ12 , J0 = ±1
4
γ34 at NP/SP , (4.48)
the action of H is identified with the Cartan generator of SU(2)+ at the North Pole, and
with the Cartan of SU(2)− at the South Pole:
H = L0 − J0 = 2J (+)3 at NP , H = L0 − J0 = 2J (−)3 at SP . (4.49)
Furthermore, for a representation (m,n) of the SU(2)+ × SU(2)−, at the north pole we
have
Tr(m,n)e
tH = n(q−|m−1| + q−|m−1|+2 · · ·+ q|m−1|−2 + q|m−1|) . (4.50)
while at the south pole we have
Tr(m,n)e
tH = m(q−|n−1| + q−|n−1|+2 · · ·+ q|n−1|−2 + q|n−1|) , (4.51)
In the next subsection we compute the trace in numerator of the formula (4.21) by
computing the charges of all the fields under these symmetry generators. For all the
supergravity multiplets the index takes the form
ind(D10) = 2
c2 (q
2 + q−2) + c1 (q + q−1) + c0
(1− q)2(1− q−1)2 , (4.52)
for some coefficients c2,1,0. In order to compute the coefficient a0, we see from Equa-
tion (4.39) that we only need to compute the constant term in t→ 0 expansion. We thus
obtain
abulk0 =
502 c2 − 38 c1 + 11 c0
1440
. (4.53)
4.5 Results
Near the fixed points i.e. the north and the south pole, our local twisting construction
of the previous section reduces to the twisting construction of [11] with respect to the
usual global symmetries of N = 2 theories in flat space. As we present in detail in the
appendix D, the Killing spinors play the role of locking the SU(2)R symmetry with one
of the SU(2)+ × SU(2)− local Lorentz rotation at the fixed points. In terms of the real
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coordinate system given by (4.36), at η = 0 and ψ = 0 (north pole), the chiral and anti-
chiral part of the Killing spinor reduces to
εi+α = 0 , ε
i
−α˙ =
(
σ3 exp
[
i
(τ + φ)
2
σ3
])i
α˙ , (4.54)
and at η = 0 and ψ = pi (south pole),
ε i+α =
(
−iσ3 exp
[
i
(τ + φ)
2
σ3
])i
α , ε
i
−α˙ = 0 . (4.55)
Therefore, a representation of SU(2)+×SU(2)−×SU(2)R is twisted to the representation
of SU(2)+ × SU(2)−R and SU(2)+R × SU(2)−, at the north pole and the south poles,
respectively. Here we denote the diagonal of SU(2)± × SU(2)R as SU(2)±R. We can now
compute the trace in the numerator of (4.21) for an arbitrary representation (m,n) at the
north pole and south pole according to the (4.50) and the (4.51).
Vector multiplet
The twisted representation of the cohomological variables of the vector multiplet can
be simply read off from the representation labels in Table 5. We have that the charges
Elementary boson/fermion
NP: SU(2)+ × SU(2)−R rep
SP: SU(2)+R × SU(2)− rep
A˜µ (2, 2)
X˜2 (1, 1)
λij (1, 3) at NP/ (3,1) at SP
c (1, 1)
b (1, 1)
Table 5: The twisted representation labels of the elementary bosons and fermions of the
vector multiplet.
of the fields in Φ are (1, 1), (2, 2), and those of Ψ are (1, 3), (1, 1), (1, 1) at the north pole
and (3, 1), (1, 1), (1, 1) at south pole. Therefore the index is
ind(D10) = 2
2q + 2q−1 − 4
(1− q)2(1− q−1)2 . (4.56)
From Equation (4.53), we obtain that the avec, bulk0 = −1/12 for the vector multiplet. The
only potential boundary contribution to the vector multiplet comes from the 1-form field,
for which β1-form = 1 (see Appendix E). This implies that a
vec, bdry
0 = 0, and Equation (4.44)
now yields
avec0 = −
1
12
. (4.57)
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Weyl multiplet
Similarly the twisted representation of the cohomological variables of the Weyl multi-
plet can be read off from the representation labels in Table 6. Based on these charges,
Φ
NP: SU(2)+ × SU(2)−R rep
Ψ
NP: SU(2)+ × SU(2)−R rep
SP: SU(2)+R × SU(2)− rep SP: SU(2)+R × SU(2)−R rep
e˜ aµ (3, 3) + (1, 3) + (3, 1) + (1, 1) ψµ (2, 2)
A˜Rµ (2, 2) ψ
ij
µ (2, 4) at NP/(4, 2) at SP + (2, 2)
A˜Dµ (2, 2) χ (1, 1)
T˜
+/−
ab at NP/SP (1, 3) at NP/(3, 1) at SP cµ (2, 2)
cQ (1, 1) c
ab
M (1, 3) + (3, 1)
cijQ (1, 3) at NP/(3, 1) at SP cD (1, 1)
bQ (1, 1) bR (1, 1)
bQµ (2, 2) bR
i
j (1, 3) at NP/(3, 1) at SP
bQ
ij (1, 3) at NP/(3, 1) at SP bµ (2, 2)
bS (1, 1) bD (1, 1)
bSµ (2, 2) b
a
K (2, 2)
bS
ij (1, 3) at NP/(3, 1) at SP babM (1, 3) + (3, 1)
Table 6: The twisted representation labels of the elementary bosons and fermions of the
Weyl multiplet.
the index is
ind(D10) =
2(q2 + q−2)− 6(q + q−1) + 8
(1− q−1)2(1− q)2 × 2 . (4.58)
Using Equation (4.53), we see that the bulk contribution to the one-loop determinant (4.8)
is governed by
aWeyl, bulk0 =
11
12
. (4.59)
The boundary contribution comes from the graviton for which ngravbdry = −6 and βgrav = 2,
and the gravitini for which nψbdry = −8 and βψ = 3 (see Appendix E). Putting all this
together we obtain, from Equation (4.44), aWeyl, bdry0 = 1, and therefore
aWeyl0 =
23
12
, (4.60)
which is consistent with the on-shell computations [35].
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5 Outlook and speculations
We hope that this work brings some clarity to the idea of twisting and localization in
supergravity, and that it may be useful in other directions. We briefly list some interesting
directions that we think it may be related to.
1. Observables of quantum supergravity. Our underlying assumption throughout this
calculation is that there is a UV complete theory (like string theory) for which we
can write an effective action that commutes with a cutoff, with which we perform
localization. This effective action is a formal object as it can contain an infinite
number of terms with arbitrary derivatives. The results [47–49] allows us to reduce
the problem to a more controllable problem of an (infinite) series of F-terms. We
can thus regard the right-hand-side of (4.7) and its non-perturbative completion as a
definition of the functional integral. With this viewpoint, we have a good definition
for the class of observables in the Qeq-cohomology for any off-shell supergravity. The
details of the functional integral measure remain to be worked out—in this regard
our BRST procedure may be useful, as the measure should also be BRST-invariant.
2. Integers from supergravity. Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the localization of
quantum black hole entropy is the fact that one gets the integer degeneracies starting
from a continuum calculation. The smooth localization configurations capture the
summed-up perturbation series [2, 3], and the orbifold configurations [38–40] make
up the remaining bit of the integer degeneracies. This suggests that our continuum
results could be really some invariants of the AdS2×S2 manifold (with a dependence
on the prepotential F ) that is computed by the twisted supergravity. The results
about the positivity of black hole degeneracies [50–52], further suggests that this
may actually be a counting problem.
3. Quantum Black Hole entropy. The OSV conjecture [53] promoted the semi-classical
observations of [54] to a bold quantum statement relating the microscopic black hole
degeneracies and the topological string partition function ZBH = |Ztop|2. In the last
ten years, we have begun to understand this equation as relating the microscopic and
macroscopic computations of black hole entropy as a function of black hole charge
(with a priori different definitions):
ZmicroBH (~q) = Z
macro
BH (~q) . (5.1)
The results of this paper suggest that both sides can be thought of as topological
invariants (presumably the same!) computed at different points in moduli space.
4. Relation to automorphic forms. The left-hand side of Formula (5.1) reduces to an
(indexed) counting problem in string theory. To see that the right-hand side is an
integer is more difficult. In the cases where we do understand it, the integer appears
though an intricate relation to automorphic forms and analytical formulas for their
Fourier coefficients [3, 40, 55], thus underlining their importance.
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5. Twisted supergravity. In this paper we construct the variables and transformation
rules of twisted supergravity around a non-trivial supersymmetric background. The
observables of the theory are in the cohomology of the operator Qeq that obeys the
equivariant algebra. One could regard this theory as a generalization of the pure
topological gravity studied in [56]. One interesting difference with [56] is that the
action of our twisted theory contains an infinite number of higher-derivative terms,
and can be thought of as capturing a protected sector of the full string theory.
6. Exact AdS/CFT . The formula (5.1) is of course the special case d = 1, using
Sen’s quantum entropy function [36], of the equality ZCFTd = ZAdSd+1 . It should
be clear that our construction of Qeq applies equally well in any dimension. We hope
that the ideas of this paper contribute to the understanding of an exact sector of
AdSd+1/CFTd holography, in which we can compute exact quantities using super-
symmetry on both sides of the correspondence, and directly relate them. This idea
has been recently discussed in the context of classical gravitational theories in [57],
and in the context of topological worldsheet string theory in [58]. Here we have a
third angle on the story with a quantum bulk spacetime description, which may serve
as another example of a “missing corner” of string theory in the sense of [58].
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A Gamma matrices and spinors
In Euclidean four dimensions we use the following gamma matrix conventions,
γ†a = γa ,
γ∗a = γTa = CγaC−1 , C† = C−1 , CT = −C ⇔ C∗C = −1 ,
(A.1)
with chirality operator
γ5 := γ1234 . (A.2)
The Weyl condition of the spinors is compatible with the symplectic Majorana condi-
tion such that
(ψi±)
† = ψi± , (A.3)
where the barred spinor with lower SU(2) index i is defined as the symplectic Majorana
conjugate
ψi± := ijψ
jT
± C , (A.4)
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and the subscript ± means chiral and anti-chiral projection of the spinors.
Useful relations
(Cγ1···n)T = −(−)n(n−1)/2Cγ1···n . (A.5)
(Cγ5)
T = −Cγ5 . (A.6)
For two symplectic Majorana spinors εi and ηi, 17
(ηjγa1a2···anε
i)∗ = ikjl(ηlγa1a2···anε
k) , (A.7)
(ηiγa1a2···anε
i)∗ = ηiγa1a2···anε
i . (A.8)
For the grassmann odd spinors,
ηjγa1a2···anε
i = −(−1)n(n−1)/2jkil εlγa1a2···anηk , (A.9)
or for the grassmann even spinors,
ηjγa1a2···anε
i = (−1)n(n−1)/2jkil εlγa1a2···anηk . (A.10)
The (A.10) is followed by examples,
ηiγa1···anε
i = (−1)n(n−1)/2εiγa1···anηi , (A.11)
εiγabε
i = 0 = εiγabcε
i , (A.12)
εiε
j =
1
2
δji εkε
k , εiγaε
j =
1
2
δji εkγaε
k . (A.13)
For the choice of γ5 in (A.2),
γaγ5 =
1
3!
abcdγ
bcd , γabγ5 = −1
2
abcdγ
cd , γabcγ5 = −abcdγd , (A.14)
which is followed by
T ab±γabε± = 0 , (A.15)
where T ab± = ±12abcdT±cd.
B Four-dimensional Euclidean N = 2 supergravity
In this appendix, we review the off-shell Euclidean d = 4 and N = 2 supergravity. The
N = 2 supergravity was formulated as a gauge theory via the so-called superconformal
calculus [15–17]. In particular, the Euclidean four dimensional supergravity was recently
constructed in [59] by performing time-like dimensional reduction of 5-dimensional super-
gravity. In the following subsections, we will present the superconformal algebra, and briefly
review the superconformal construction with the Weyl multiplet and the vector multiplets.
In the last subsection, we will present the relation to the Minkowskian 4-dimensional su-
pergravity.18
17We use convention (θ1θ2)
∗ = θ∗1θ
∗
2 for two grassmann numbers. If we want to use (θ1θ2)
∗ = θ∗2θ
∗
1 and
keep the reality (A.7) and (A.8), then we can use the symplectic Majorana condition i(ψi)† = ψi instead
of (A.3).
18Our presentation will follow the convention in appendix A. The difference from [59] is that while we use
the charge conjugation matrix satisfying (A.1) and the symplectic Majorana condition by (A.3), the [59]
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B.1 Superconformal algebra
The superconformal algebra for d = 4 and N = 2 is composed of the coformal symmetries,
Pa ,Mab , D ,Ka, supersymmetries, Q
i , Si , R-symmetries, SO(1, 1)R , SU(2)R, and possible
central symmetry Z. The symmetry transformations are
δ = ξaPa + ε
abMab + ΛDD + Λ
a
KKa + εiQ
i + ηiS
i + ΛV
i
jV
j
i + ΛAA+ iaZ . (B.1)
The conformal algebra is
[Pa ,Mbc] = P[bηc]a , [Mab ,Mcd] = 2η[a[cMb]d] , (B.2)
[Ka ,Mbc] = K[bηc]a , [Pa ,Kb] = 2(ηabD − 2Mab) , (B.3)
[D ,Pa] = Pa , [D ,Ka] = −Ka . (B.4)
The commutators with supercharges are
[Mab , Q
i] =
1
4
γabQ
i , [Mab , S
i] =
1
4
γabS
i , (B.5)
[VΛ , Q]
i = i(σΛ)
i
jQ
j , [VΛ , S]
i = i(σΛ)
i
jS
j , (B.6)
[D ,Qi] =
1
2
Qi , [D ,Si] = −1
2
Si , (B.7)
[A ,Qi] =
1
2
γ5Q
i , [A ,Si] = −1
2
γ5S
i (B.8)
[Ka , Qi] = γaγ5S
i , [Pa , S
i] = −1
2
γaγ5Q
i , (B.9)
Anticommutatiors are
{Qi , Qj} = (γaPa + iZ)δij , (B.10)
{Si , Sj} = γaKaδij , (B.11)
{Qi , Sj} = −δij(γabMab +D − γ5A) + 2V ij . (B.12)
B.2 Weyl multiplet
The starting point is to construct superconformal gauge theory by promoting all the N = 2
superconformal symmetries as local symmetries. The corresponding gauge fields and the
symmetry parameters for each symmetry generators are listed in the table 7. The generic
gauge field hαµ transforms under a generic gauge transformation with parameter 
α as:
δ()hαµ = ∂µ
α + γ hβµ f˜βγ
α , (B.13)
where f˜βγ
α is the structure constant for the superconformal symmetries.
uses the charge conjugation matrix satisfying γTa = −CγaC−1 and the symplectic Majorana condition
by ψi = −ij(ψj)TC where ψi := (ψi)†. From what we present in this section, we can easily recover the
results of [59] by changing C → −Cγ5, i.e. by replacing ψi → ψiγ5 for any spinor ψi, and redefining the S-
symmetry parameter ηi → −iγ5ηi. These changes force us to use (ηjγa1···anεi)∗ = −(−1)njkilηlγa1···anεk
instead of (A.7) for two grassmann odd spinors.
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generator T P a Mab D Ka Qi Si (VΛ)
i
j A
Connection hµ(T ) eµ
a ωabµ A
D
µ f
a
µ
1
2ψµ
i 1
2φ
i
µ −12Vµij ARµ
parameter ξa εab ΛD Λ
a
K ε
i ηi ΛV
i
j ΛA
Table 7: Table of superconformal gauge fields and transformation parameters
At this stage, the gauge fields are all independent fields. For the supergravity inter-
pretation, the relation between them should be obtained by imposing “conventional con-
straint”, which we present in (B.21). This determines ωabµ , φ
i
µ and f
a
µ in terms of the other
fields, so that eaµ and ψ
i
µ become the vielbein and the gravitini respectively. The constraints
read to representing the translation Pa as ‘covariant general coordinate transformation’
19
ξaPa = δcgct(ξ) = δgct(ξ
µ)−
∑
A
δA(ξ
µhAµ ) , ξ
µ = ξaeµa , (B.14)
where the summation over A denotes all the gauge symmetries except the translation. In
fact the transformation (B.13) of the vielbein eµ
a is equivalent to the covariant general
coordinate transformation (B.14) under the conventional constraint. For non-gauge fields,
Pa acts as what we will call the covariant derivative
Paφ = Daφ = ea
µ(∂µφ− δA(hAµ )φ) . (B.15)
This induces a change in the commutation relations of the original superconformal alge-
bra. While translations in the original algebra did commute, now the covariant general
coordinate transformation do not commute and instead give rise to the curvature:
[Da , Db] = −δA(R̂Aab) . (B.16)
Thus we see that the structure functions of the algebra are modified. Using this, we can
also check that the transformation (B.13) with the translation parameter ξa of the other
gauge fields is equivalent to the covariant general coordinate transformation (B.14).
To match the fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom we add the auxiliary tensor,
fermions, and scalar field,
(
T±ab , χ
i , D
)
. Thus we get total 24 + 24 physical degree of
freedoms. Now the independent fields are 20(
eaµ , ψ
i
µ , A
D
µ , A
R
µ ,V iµ j ; T±ab , χi , D
)
. (B.17)
This is called the Weyl multiplet.
19Note that ξa is the symmetry parameter of the covariant general coordinate transformation and the ξµ
is composite of the parameter and the inverse vielbein. If we treat ξµ as a parameter, then δcgct(ξ) would
not be covariant.
20The gauge field for the dilatation symmetry D is usually denoted by bµ, but in this paper we use A
D
µ
to avoid confusion with the anti-ghost field for the diffeomorphism.
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eµ
a ψiµ± ADµ ARµ Vµij T±ab χi± D ωabµ faµ φiµ± εi± ηi±
ω −1 −12 0 0 0 1 32 0 0 1 12 −12 12
c 0 ∓12 0 0 0 ±1 ∓12 0 0 0 ±12 ∓12 ±12
Table 8: Weyl weight ω and SO(1, 1)R weight c for each the Weyl multiplet component
field and supersymmetry parameters.
The table 8 shows the charges of the Weyl multiplet fields as well as the composite
fields and each supersymmetry parameters. The auxiliary tensor field satisfies self-dual
and anti self-dual conditions
T±ab = ±
1
2
abcdT
cd± , 1234 = 1 . (B.18)
And the SU(2) gauge fields Vµ
i
j satisfy the anti-hermitian and traceless condition
Vµij + Vµji = 0 , Vµii = 0 , where Vµji := (Vjµi)∗ = −jkVµklli . (B.19)
Conventional constraints
In order to relate ωabµ , φ
i
µ , f
i
µ with other fields, we impose the following constraints,
Rµν(P )
a = 0 ,
γµ(R̂µν(Q)
i +
1
2
γµνχ
i) = 0 , (B.20)
eb
νR̂µν(M)a
b − 1
2
µaλρR̂
λρ(AR) +
1
16
T+abT
−
µb −
3
2
Deµa = 0 .
Here, the modified field strengths are
R̂µν(Q)
i = 2D[µψiν] + γ[µγ5φiν] + i
1
16
γab(T+ab + T
−
ab)γ[µψ
i
ν] ,
R̂µν(A
R) = 2∂[µA
R
ν] −
1
2
ψ[µiφ
i
ν] −
3
4
ψ[µiγν]γ5χ
i ,
R̂µν(V)ij = 2∂[µVν]ij + V[µikVν]kj + 2ψ[µjγ5φiν] + 3ψ[µjγν]χi
− 1
2
δij
(
2ψ[µkγ5φ
k
ν] + 3ψ[µkγν]χ
k
)
, (B.21)
R̂µν(M)
ab = 2∂[µω
ab
ν] − 2ωac[µων]cb − 4f[µ[aeν]b −
1
2
ψ[µjγ
abγ5φ
j
ν]
− i1
4
ψ[µi+ψ
i
ν]+T
ab+ − i1
4
ψ[µi−ψ
i
ν]−T
ab− − 3
4
ψ[µiγν]γ
abχi − ψ[µiγν]R̂ab(Q)i ,
where the Dµ is defined as a covariant derivative with respect to M,D,A, V . Under the
conventional constraints, (B.21), the composite fields are expressed in terms of Weyl mul-
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tiplet,
ωabµ = −2eν[a∂[µeν]b] − eν[aeb]σeµc∂σeνc − 2eµ[aeb]νADν
−14(2ψµiγ[aψb]i + ψ
a
i γµψ
bi) ,
φiµ =
1
2(γ
ρσγµ − 13γµγρσ)γ5(Dρψiσ + i 132γab(T+ab + T−ab)γρψiσ + 14γρσχi) ,
fµ
a = 12R̂µ
a − 14(D + 13R̂)eµa − 14µaλρR̂λρ(AR) + 132T−µbT ab+ ,
(B.22)
where
R̂µ
a = R̂(M)µν
abeb
ν |f=0 , R̂ = R̂µaeaµ . (B.23)
The transformation laws and the superconformal algebra
The Q− S −K− transformation rules for the elementary Weyl multiplet fields are
δeµ
a = εiγ
aψiµ ,
δψiµ = 2Dµεi + i
1
16
γab(T
ab+ + T ab−)γµεi + γµγ5ηi ,
δADµ = −
1
2
εiγ5φ
i
µ −
3
4
εiγµχ
i − 1
2
ηiγ5ψ
i
µ + Λ
a
Keµa ,
δARµ =
1
2
εiφ
i
µ +
3
4
εiγµγ5χ
i +
1
2
ηiψ
i
µ ,
δVµij = −2εjγ5φiµ − 3εjγµχi + 2ηjγ5ψiµ −
1
2
δij
(
−2εkγ5φkµ − 3εkγµχk + 2ηkγ5ψkµ
)
,
δT±ab = −i8εi∓R̂ab(Q)i∓ , (B.24)
δχi = i
1
24
γab /D(T
ab+ + T ab−)εi +
1
6
R̂(V)ijµνγµνεj − 1
3
R̂(AR)µνγ
µνγ5ε
i
+Dεi + i
1
24
(T+ab + T
−
ab)γ
abγ5η
i ,
δD = εi /Dχ
i .
For the composite fields we have:
δωµ
ab = 12εiγ
abγ5φ
i
µ + i
1
4T
ab+εi+ψ
j
µ+ + i
1
4T
ab−εi−ψ
j
µ− +
3
4εiγµγ
abχi
+εiγµR̂
ab(Q)i − 12ηiγabγ5ψiµ + 2Λ
[a
Keµ
b] ,
δφµ
i = −2faµγaγ5εi − i 116 /D(T+cd + T−cd)γcdγµγ5εi
+32
[
(χj−γaε
j
+)γaψ
i
µ+ − (χj−γaψ jµ+)γai+
]
− 32
[
(χj+γ
aεj−)γaψ iµ− − (χj+γaψ jµ−)γai−
]
+14R̂(V)cdijγcdγµγ5εj + 12R̂(AR)cdγcdγµγ5εi + 2Dµηi + ΛaKγaγ5ψiµ ,
δfaµ = i
1
4εi+ψ
i
µ+DbT
ba+ + i14εi−ψ
i
µ−DbT ba− − 34eµaεi /Dχi − 34εiγaψiµD
+εiγµDbR̂
ba(Q)i + 12ηiγ
aφiµ +DµΛaK .
where the covariant derivative Dµ is defined as (B.15) and Dµ for the covariant derivative
with respect to M ,D ,A , V . In particular
Dµεi = (∂µ − 1
4
ωµabγ
ab +
1
2
ADµ +
1
2
ARµ γ5)ε
i +
1
2
Vµijεj . (B.25)
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Supersymmetry algebra
[δQ(ε1), δQ(ε2)] = δcgct(ξ) + δM (ε) + δK(ΛK) + δS(η) + δgauge , (B.26)
where δcgct(ξ) is defined in (B.14), the composite parameters are
ξµ = 2ε2iγ
µεi1 ,
εab = i12ε2i+ε
i
1+T
ab+ + i12ε2i−ε
i
1−T ab− ,
ΛaK = −i12ε2i+εi1+DbT ab+ − i12ε2i−εi1−DbT ab− − 32ε2iγaεi1D ,
ηi = 3ε[2+jε
j
1]+χ
i− − 3ε[2−jεj1]−χi+ ,
(B.27)
and the δgauge in general includes additional abelian, non-abelian or central charge gauge
transformations.
[δS(η), δQ(ε)] = δM
(
εiγ
abγ5η
i
)
+ δD
(−εiγ5ηi)+ δA (εiηi)
+δV
(
2εjγ5η
i − δijεkγ5ηk
)
,
(B.28)
[δS(η1), δS(η2)] = δK (Λ
a
K) , with Λ
a
K = η2iγ
aηi1 , (B.29)
[δK(ΛK) , δQ(ε)] = δS(γ5γaε
iΛaK) . (B.30)
B.3 Vector multiplets
Consider an abelian vector multiplet, which is consist of two scalars X and X, SU(2)R
doublet fermion λi, a vector gauge field Aµ and SU(2)R triplet auxiliary scalars Y
ij . Here
the auxiliary fields satisfy
Y ij = Y ji , Yij = ikjlY
kl , (B.31)
where Yij ≡ (Y ij)∗. The field contents and their charges are listed in the table 9. The
X X λi± Aµ Yij
ω 1 1 32 0 2
c −1 1 ∓12 0 0
Table 9: Weyl weight ω and SO(1, 1)R weight c for each vector multiplet component field
supersymmetry variations are:
δX = iεi+ λ
i
+ ,
δX = iεi− λi− ,
δAµ = εiγµλ
i ,
δY ij = −2ε(iγaDaλj) ,
(B.32)
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δλi+ = −2iγaDaXεi− − 12Fabγabεi+ + Y ijjkεk+ + 2iXηi+ ,
δλi− = −2iγaDaXεi+ − 12Fabγabεi− + Y ijjkεk− − 2iXηi− ,
where the covariant derivatives are
DµX = (∂µ −ADµ +ARµ )X − i12ψµi+λi+ ,
DµX = (∂µ −ADµ −ARµ )X − i12ψµi−λi− ,
Dµλ
i
+ = (∂µ − 14ωµabγab − 32ADµ + 12ARµ )λi+ + 12Vµijλj+
+ i /DXψ iµ− +
1
4Fabγabψ iµ+ − 12Y ijjkψ kµ+ − iXφ iµ+ ,
Dµλ
i− = (∂µ − 14ωµabγab − 32ADµ − 12ARµ )λi− + 12Vµijλj− ,
+ i /DXψ iµ+ +
1
4Fabγabψ iµ− − 12Y ijjkψ kµ− + iXφiµ− ,
(B.33)
and the covariant field strength Fµν is defined as
Fµν = Fµν −
(
1
4X T
−
µν +
1
4X T
+
µν − ψi[µγν]λi + iX ψµi+ψ iν+ + iX ψµi−ψ iν−
)
, (B.34)
so that its variation is
δFab = −2εiγ[aDb]λi − ηiγabγ5λi . (B.35)
The algebra (B.26) now includes the central charge gauge symmetry with its parameter,
δgauge(a) , a = −4i(ε2i−ε i1−X + ε2i+ε i1+X) . (B.36)
B.4 Relation to Minkowskian supergravity
In this subsection we present the relation to Minkowskian supergravity using the analytic
continuation. We will relate our supergravity with the one presented in [60]. Once we make
the relation manifest, we can safely utilize a solution obtained in Minkowskian theory as
the solution of Euclidean theory.
The complication comes from the fact that theories in different spacetime signatures
have different reality properties for their field contents. Particularly for fermions, while
4-dimensional Minkowskian spacetime can allow Majorana and symplectic-Majorana rep-
resentation yet not compatible with Weyl spinors, the Euclidean space can allow symplectic
Majorana representation which is compatible with Weyl spinors. The reality conditions
for other bosonic fields can be set in order to be compatible with supersymmetries, and
these are again in general different in Minkowkian and Euclidean theories. Therefore, to
map the Euclidean to Minkowskian theory we first need to release the reality properties
not imposing Majorana or symplectic Majorana conditions.
The Euclidean supergravity presented in this appendix does not contain complex con-
jugation. Thus the action invariance and the algebra are free from what reality condition
we would impose. They are also free under the change of spacetime signature by
xM0 = −ixE4 . (B.37)
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Once we change the spacetime signature, we can impose a reality condition that is allowed
in Minkowskian spacetime. For generic spinors Ψi, we can impose the symplectic Majorana
condition, which is not compatible with the chirality,
(Ψi±)
†γ0 = ij(Ψ
j
∓)
TC , (B.38)
using the same charge conjugation matrix C that we have used in our Euclidean super-
gravity. The other bosonic fields will satisfy the reality condition in such a way that it is
compatible with supersymmetries.
The resulting Minkowskian supergravity is equivalent to the one presented in [60]
by following field redefinition. For fermions, starting from our Euclidean supergravity
variables, we perform the redefinition as
εMi = +iijε
Ej
− , εMi = εEi+
ψMµi = +iijψ
Ej
µ− , ψMiµ = ψEiµ+
χMi = +iijχ
Ej
− , χMi = χEi+
ηMi = −iijηEj+ ηMi = ηEi−
φMµi = −iijφEjµ+ φMiµ = φEiµ− ,
ΩMi = −ijλEj+ ΩMi = iλEi− ,
(B.39)
together with the redefinition of the charge conjugation matrix as C˜ = iCγ5 to satisfy
γT = −C˜γaC˜−1 , C˜T = −C˜. Then the symplectic Majorana condition (B.38) is converted
into the Majorana condition
Ψ
M
i := (Ψ
Mi)†γ0 = (ΨMi )
T C˜ , Ψ
Mi
:= (ΨMi )
†γ0 = (ΨMi)T C˜ . (B.40)
For the bosonic fields, we redefine the abelian R-symmetry gauge field as
AMµ = −iAEµ . (B.41)
to reflect that the Minlowskian theory has U(1)R symmetry while the Euclidean theory
has SO(1, 1)R symmetry.
For the Minkowskian spacetime, the self-duality condition should be re-expressed (See
the appendix of [26]). Since the self-duality relation (B.18) is covariant, the same expression
could be used after the coordinate change (B.37). However we note that 1 = 1234 = i1230
with the coordinate change (B.37), and thus 0123 = i. Therefore, it is better to redefine
abcd = i abcdM (B.42)
such that we set 0123M = 1. It is followed by the self-duality condition in Minkowskian
spacetime as
TM±ab = ±i1
2
 abcdM T
M±
cd , 
0123
M = 1 . (B.43)
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The superconformal algebra presented in appendix B.1 is also converted to the Minkowskian
expression. As we redefine the supersymmetry parameters as (B.39), the supercharges are
redefined as
QMi = QEi− , Q
M
i = iijQ
Ej
+ , (B.44)
SMi = SEi+ , S
M
i = −iijSEj− , (B.45)
such that the Euclidean expression of the symmetries δ = εEi−QEi− + εEi+QEi+ + ηEi+SEi+ +
ηEi−SEi− becomes Minkiowskian expression δ = M iQMi + M
i
QMi + η
M
iS
Mi + ηM
i
SMi . For
the abelian R-charge, following the redefinition (B.41) the parameter is redefined as ΛMA =
−iΛEA , and thus the generator is redefine as
AM = iAE . (B.46)
These also recover the algebra presented in [60].
C Full transformation rules under Qeq
In this appendix we present the full transformation rules of all the matter and ghost fields
under the equivariant supercharge Qeq. Some of these equations are already present in
Section 3.2.
The transformations of the (b, B) ghost fields are:
Qeqbµ = Bµ , QeqBµ = Lv˚bµ + ∂µε˚abbab + ∂µε˚DbD + ∂µε˚aKbKa + ∂µε˚RbR + ∂µε˚ijRbRij ,
Qeqbab = Bab , QeqBab = Lv˚bab + ε˚acbcb + ε˚bcbac + ε˚K[bbKa] ,
QeqbD = BD , QeqBD = Lv˚bD + ε˚ aK bKa ,
QeqbKa = BKa , QeqBKa = Lv˚bKa + ε˚abbKb − ε˚DbKa ,
QeqbR = BR , QeqBR = Lv˚bR ,
Qeqb
i
Q = B
i
Q , QeqB
i
Q = Lv˚b iQ + 14 ε˚abγabb iQ + ε˚ iRjb jQ + 12 ε˚Db iQ + 12 ε˚Rγ5b iQ + ε˚ aKγaγ5b iS ,
Qeqb
i
S = B
i
S , QeqB
i
S = Lv˚b iS + 14 ε˚abγabb iS + ε˚ iRjb jS − 12 ε˚Db iQ − 12 ε˚Rγ5b iS .
(C.1)
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The transformation rules of c ghost fields are (with e˜ µa := e
µ
a − e˚ µa ):
Qeqc
µ = −2 εiγaciQ e˚ µa − 2 εiγaciQ e˜ µa − εiγaεie˜ µa + cν∂νcµ − cQiγaciQe µa ,
Qeqc
ab = −i14εi+εi+T˜ ab+ − i14εi−εi−T˜ ab− − εiγabγ5ciS − cQiγabγ5ηi − cQiγabγ5ciS
−i12εi+ciQ+T ab+ − i12εi−ciQ−T ab− − i14cQi+ciQ+T ab+ − i14cQi−ciQ−T ab−
+cµ∂µc
ab + (ε+ cQ)iγ
µ(ε+ cQ)
iωabµ − εiγcεi˚e µc ω˚abµ + cacccb ,
QeqcD = εiγ5c
i
S + cQiγ5η
i + cQiγ5c
i
S + c
µ∂µcD + (ε+ cQ)iγ
µ(ε+ cQ)
iADµ − εiγcεi˚e µc A˚Dµ ,
Qeqc
i
Q = −12cRγ5εi + c iRj εj − 12cD εi + 14cabγab(ε+ cQ)i
+cµ∂µ(ε+ cQ)
i + 12(ε+ cQ)jγ
µ(ε+ cQ)
jψiµ − 12cRγ5ciQ + c iRjcjQ − 12cDciQ ,
Qeqc
i
S =
1
2εjγ
aεj φia + c
i
Rjη
j + 12cDη
i + 12cRγ5η
i + 14c
abγab(η + cS)
i
+cµ∂µ(η + cS)
i + εjγ
acjQ φ
i
a +
1
2cQjγ
acjQ φ
i
a + c
i
Rjc
j
S +
1
2cDc
i
S +
1
2cRγ5c
i
S
−γ5γa(ε+ cQ)icaK − 32(ε+ cQ)j+(ε+ cQ)j+χi− + 32(ε+ cQ)j−(ε+ cQ)j−χi+
QeqcR = −εic iS − cQiηi + cµ∂µcR + (ε+ cQ)iγµ(ε+ cQ)iARµ − εiγaεi˚e µa A˚Rµ − cQiciS ,
Qeqc
i
j = −2εjγ5c iS − 2cQjγ5ηi + δij(εkγ5c kS + cQkγ5ηk)− 2cQjγ5c iS + δij(cQkγ5ckS)
+cµ∂µc
i
j − 12(ε+ cQ)kγµ(ε+ cQ)kVµij + 12εkγaεke˚ µa V˚µij + cikckj
Qeqc
a
K = −ηiγaciS − 12cSiγaciS
+cµ∂µc
a
K + (ε+ cQ)iγ
µ(ε+ cQ)
ifaµ − εiγcεi˚e µc f˚aµ + cabcbK + cDcaK
+i14(ε+ cQ)i+(ε+ cQ)
i
+DbT
ab+ + i14(ε+ cQ)i−(ε+ cQ)
i−DbT ab−
−i14εi+εi+D˚bT˚ ab+ − i14εi−εi−D˚bT˚ ab− + 34(ε+ cQ)iγa(ε+ cQ)iD − 34εiγaεiD˚ .
(C.2)
The transformation rules of the Weyl multiplet fields are (with D˜µ ≡ Dµ−D˚µ and T ab ≡
T ab+ + T ab−, γ˜µ ≡ γa e˜ aµ , γ˚µ ≡ γa e˚ aµ ):
Qeqe˜µ
a = εiγ
aψ iµ + c
ν∂νe
a
µ + ∂µc
νeaν + c
abeµb − cDeaµ + cQiγaψ iµ ,
Qeqψ
i
µ = 2Dµ(ε+ cQ)i + cν∂νψ iµ + ∂µcνψ iν + 14cabγabψ iµ − 12cDψ iµ − 12cRγ5ψ iµ
+ cijψ
i
µ + i
1
16T
abγabγµ(ε+ cQ)
i + γµγ5(η + cS)
i ,
= 2D˜µεi + γ˚µγ5ciS + i 116γab(T abγµ − T˚ abγ˚µ)εi + 2DµciQ + cν∂νψ iµ + ∂µcνψ iν
+14c
abγabψ
i
µ − 12cDψ iµ − 12cRγ5ψ iµ + cijψ iµ + i 116γabT abγµciQ + γ˜µγ5ciS + γ˜µγ5ηi ,
QeqA˜
R
µ =
1
2εiφ
i
µ +
3
4εiγµγ5χ
i + 12ηiψ
i
µ
+cν∂νA
R
µ + ∂µc
νARν + ∂µcR +
1
2cQiφ
i
µ +
3
4cQiγµγ5χ
i + 12cSiψ
i
µ ,
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Qeqχ
i = Dεi + cµ∂µχ
i + 14c
abγabχ
i + 32cDχ
i − 12cRγ5χi + cijχj
+i 124γab /D(T
ab+ + T ab−)(ε+ cQ)i + 16R̂(V)ijµνγµν(ε+ cQ)j
−13R̂(AR)µνγµνγ5(ε+ cQ)i +D c iQ + i 124(T+ab + T−ab)γabγ5(η + cS)i ,
QeqT˜
±
ab = −8iεi∓R̂ab(Q)i∓
+cµ∂µT
±
ab + ca
cT±cb + cb
cT±ac + cDT
±
ab ± cRT±ab − 8icQi∓R̂ab(Q)i∓ ,
= −8iεi∓γ[aγ5φib] − 8iεi∓
(
2eµ[ae
ν
b]Dµψ iν + i 116γcd(T+cd + T−cd)γ[aψ ib]
)
+cµ∂µT
±
ab + ca
cT±cb + cb
cT±ac + cDT
±
ab ± cRT±ab − 8icQi∓R̂ab(Q)i∓ ,
QeqV˜µij = −2εjγ5φ iµ − 3εjγµχi + 2ηjγ5ψ iµ − 12δij
[−2εkγ5φ kµ − 3εkγµχk + 2ηkγ5ψ kµ ]
−2cQjγ5φ iµ − 3cQjγµχi + 2cSjγ5ψ iµ − 12δij
[−2cQkγ5φ kµ − 3cQkγµχk + 2cSkγ5ψ kµ ]
+cν∂νVµij + ∂µcνVνij − 2∂µcij − 2cikVµkj + 2Vµikckj ,
QeqD˜ = (ε+ cQ)i /Dχ
i + cµ∂µD ,
(C.3)
Here the covariant derivative Dµεi is given in (B.25), the curvatures R̂µν(Q)i, R̂µν(AR)
R̂ijµν(V) are in(B.21) and the composite field φ iµ is in (B.22).
D AdS2 × S2 and the Killing spinor
The Euclidean AdS2 × S2 configuration in unit radius is
ds2 =
(
dη2 + sinh2 η dτ2
)
+
(
dψ2 + sin2 ψ dφ2
)
, (D.1)
F Iητ = −i eI∗ sinh η , F Iψφ = pI sinψ , XI = XI∗ , T−ητ = −i 4 sinh η ,
with all other fields not related by symmetries set to zero. Here F Iµν is the field strength
of the U(1) vector field in the vector multiplet I with electric field and magnetic charge
given by (eI∗, pI), respectively. The constant values XI∗ of the scalar fields are given by the
attractor equations:
XI∗ +X
I
∗ = e
I
∗ , X
I
∗ −XI∗ = i pI , FI − F I = i qI . (D.2)
The killing spinor equations are obtained from the variation of the gravitino. On the
AdS2 × S2 configuration given by (D.1), the equation becomes
Dµε
i = −1
2
γ12γµε
i . (D.3)
With the choice of gamma matrices,
γ1 = τ1⊗1 , γ2 = τ2⊗1 , γ3 = τ3⊗σ1 , γ4 = τ3⊗σ2 , γ5 = γ1234 = −τ3⊗σ3 , (D.4)
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the equation (D.3) is solved by 8 sets of symplectic Majorana spinors. We choose a set of
Killing spinors,
ε1 =
1√
2
ei(τ+φ)/2

cosh η2 cos
ψ
2
−i cosh η2 sin ψ2
i sinh η2 cos
ψ
2
sinh η2 sin
ψ
2

, ε2 =
1√
2
e−i(τ+φ)/2

sinh η2 sin
ψ
2
i sinh η2 cos
ψ
2
i cosh η2 sin
ψ
2
− cosh η2 cos η2

, (D.5)
satisfying the symplectic Majorana condition,
(εi)∗ = −iij(τ1 ⊗ σ2)εj . (D.6)
Then, the corresponding the Killing vector is
vµ∂µ = εiγ
µεi∂µ = ∂τ − ∂φ , (D.7)
and fermionic bilinears are
εiε
i = cosh η , εiγ5ε
i = − cosψ . (D.8)
At η = 0 and ψ = 0 (North Pole), the chiral and anti-chiral part of the Killing spinor
reduces to
εi+α = 0 , ε
i
−α˙ =
(
σ3 exp
[
i
(τ + φ)
2
σ3
])i
α˙ , (D.9)
and at η = 0 and ψ = pi (South Pole),
ε i+α =
(
−iσ3 exp
[
i
(τ + φ)
2
σ3
])i
α , ε
i
−α˙ = 0 . (D.10)
Therefore, the SU(2)R symmetry is identified with the inverse of SU(2)− of the rotation
symmetry SO(4) at North Pole, and with the inverse of SU(2)+ at the South Pole.
E Counting the number of boundary modes
In this appendix, we shall count the number of boundary modes for the 1-form field A˜µ,
the graviton g˜µν , and the gravitino ψ
i
µ on AdS2×S2. Denoting a generic field as φ and its
boundary modes as φbdry, the number of the boundary modes for each field can be counted
using the definition
nφbdry := Trφbdrye
tH
∣∣∣
t0
, (E.1)
which we justified in the main text. As we see below, the trace for each field turns out to
be regular at t = 0 and therefore we can use
nφbdry = limt→0
Trφbdrye
tH , (E.2)
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using the bosonic generator H coming from the equivariant algebra. The value of β has
been calculated [61] for a 1-form field, the graviton, and the gravitino ψ in four dimensions
to be, respectively,
β1-form = 1 , βgrav = 2 , βψ = 3 . (E.3)
Once we calculate nbdry for each field, we can evaluate the formula (4.42).
The number of boundary modes for each field on AdS2×S2 can be counted by decom-
posing the field into various two dimensional fields on AdS2, i.e. 1-forms, scalars, graviton,
and spinors on AdS2, and looking at the massless fields among them. For example, the 1-
form A˜µ, is decomposed to a vector vm and two scalars φp, where µ is the four-dimensional
index and m is the two-dimensional AdS2 index. As explained in [26, 61], a more concep-
tual manner of understanding these boundary modes is to associate them with asymptotic
symmetries on AdS2 which can be summarized as the modes of currents. In the 1-form
example, we should associate a U(1) current with modes jn, n ∈ Z. Here n is the eigenvalue
of L0 which is equal to H in our formalism. The zero mode j0 is a global symmetry and
so we should not count it as a zero mode. Thus we obtain:
1-form: Spin-1 current (jn)
n1-formbdry = lim
t→0
∑
n∈Z,
n 6=0
qn (E.4)
= lim
t→0
[
q
1− q +
q−1
1− q−1
]
= −1 ,
where we used the geometric summation over q and q−1.
The symmetries associated with the Weyl multiplet are present in every theory and
are generated by Ln, n ∈ Z, Gµr , µ = 1, · · · , 4 r ∈ Z+ 12 , and Jan, a = 1, 2, 3, n ∈ Z, which
obey the chiral N = 4 algebra of a two-dimensional SCFT in the NS sector. The global
part of this algebra is generated by L0,±1, G
µ
± 1
2
, Ja0 and these should be not be counted as
boundary modes. This we obtain:
Graviton: Spin-2 current (Ln)
ngrav,2bdry = limt→0
∑
n∈Z
n 6=0 ,±1
qn (E.5)
= lim
t→0
∑
n6=0
qn − q − q−1
 = −3
Graviton: Spin-1 current (Jan, a = 1, 2, 3)
ngrav,1bdry = 3× (−1) , (E.6)
where we have used the above calculation of a generic spin-1 (1-form) field. Note that this
spin-1 current is really a part of the graviton and therefore should have the same β as the
graviton. In the spacetime picture, this can be thought of as the graviton gµν , decomposed
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into a graviton hmn and 3 massless vectors vmka, where ka are the three Killing vectors
of S2.
The boundary modes of the gravitino are associated with the fermionic currents:
Spin-3/2 current (Gµr , µ = 1, · · · , 4)
nψbdry = 4× limt→0
∑
r∈Z+12
r 6=± 12
qr (E.7)
= 4× lim
t→0
q−1/2
(
q2
1− q +
q−1
1− q−1
)
= 4× lim
t→0
q−1/2(−1− q) = −8 .
To summarize, the final result for the number of zero modes for 1-form, graviton, and
gravitino are
n1-formbdry = −1 , ngravbdry = −6 , nψbdry = −8 . (E.8)
These results agree with the results obtained in [61] which used a different regularisation
scheme suitable to the on-shell analysis.
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